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Chapter I

BASIC MICROWAVE ANTENNA SYSTEMS AND AN OUTLINE

01? THE .PRESENTWWg_ORK

Introduction

Reflector antennas have been used since the radio

pioneering era of Lodge, Hertz and Marconi. The Second World
War was mainly responsible for the spectacular growth and
development in reflector antenna art. Subsequent interest
in the science of radio astronomy and the inception of
microwave ground communication links were also reasons for

the progress in the reflector antenna field. The design

principles of prime focus-fed systems were well established
in 1940s and 1950s. Cassegrain, or secondary focus system
and horn reflectors came into_prominence in the early 1960s
with the advent of satellite tracking and communication net
'works. The desire to maximise gain led to the development
of sophisticated techniques for properly shaping the illumi
nation over the reflector aperture in order to maximise
efficiency and minimise spill over. It is particularly noted
that all reflector antennas do not utilize paraboloidal
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surfaces. Spherical reflector, elliptical reflector,
hyperbolic reflector, plane sheet reflector, corner reflector
etc. are some of the other surfaces used for special
applications.

1.1 The reflectors that are of most interest in the
antenna field are all derived from the conic sections. The

geometric properties of these figures are well known and
have been used in optics for centuries. The basic relation
ship for these reflectors is

£-.i_.t_§_.
f 1+ ecose

where f is the focul length and the pole is at one focus,
r and 6 are the co-ordinates of any point on the curve
with focus as the centre. iThey differ only in respect to
the eccentricity 'e'. The different conic sections are
shown in fig.1.1. 

The reflecting surfaces are generated by the
rotation of the curves around the focal axis, which is
called;the figure of revolution. Such reflectors are truly
‘wideband devices capable in principle for operation from

radio to optical frequencies.
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(a) Circ1é(e:O) (b) Ellipse (€<l)
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(c) Parabol_a (er-1) (d) Hyperbola (e>l) (e) Straight line (e=0=>)

Fig.l.l : The various conic sections.
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1.2 Hertz's experiments

It was Prof.Heinrich Hertz who experimentally
demonstrated the existence of the electromagnetic waves
that had been predicted theoretically by James Clerk
Maxwell some fifteen years earlier. In his experiments,
Hertz used simple adjustable spark gaps (fig.l.2a) as
microwave transmitter and receiver.

The transmitter is a spark coil feeding V.H.T.

to the adjustable spark gap, and the receiver is a single
turn of wire, broken at one point by an adjustable spark
gap. It was possible to produce small sparks in the
receiving loop.whenever there was a sparking at the trans
mitting spark gap.

Prof.Hertz was able to reflect waves by plane
metallic sheets much in the sam way as optical beams are
reflected by mirrors. In his experiments he used a cylindri
cal parabolic mirror of zinc with a spark gap excited dipole
placed in line with the focal line. A similar dipole mirror
combination served as a receiver. The arrangemnt is as
shown in fig.l.2(b).
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with this arrangement, Hertz has shown that

microwaves can also be focused just like optical rays. This
is the underlying principle of all metallic reflector
antennas.

1.3 Different types of reflector antennas

reflector
As stated earlier, there are a number of types of
antennas. The frequently used paraboloid is just

one of them.

antenna.

simple to
free from

spherical
practical
or around
reflector
sketch of

Paraboloid is the most extensively used reflector
This is because, compared to others, it is relatively

s

make and adjust and it has got good gain and it is
spherical aberration which is the main defect of
reflector, its nearest competitor. But for
purposes, the paraboloid is used only above 1 GHz
it, since for efficient gain the aperture of the
should be at least 10 times the wavelength. A
paraboloid is shown in fig.1.3(a).

\

A modification of the paraboloidal reflector is
the.Cassegrain reflector. In this system, a hyperboloidal
sub—reflector is placed.near the focus of the main para
boloidal reflector. The feed horn is placed at the virtual
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focus of the hyperboloid through a hole at the centre of
"the main reflector as shown in fig.1.3(b). Main advantage
of this system is its high efficiency and low noise because
the feed horn is well shielded. The Cassegranian systems.
suffer more from aperture blocking than ordinary prime

focus-fed systems because the sub-reflector blocks the
plane wave generated from the main reflector, while the
feed horn blocks the spherical wave coming from the sub
reflector. For this reason, Cassegranian antennas are
usually considered only for those applications requiring
a half power beam width of less than about one degree.

A useful variation of the paraboloidal reflector
is the offset paraboloid. Here, only a portion of the
paraboloid is used and the feed horn is displaced tilted

as shown in fig.1.3(d). This avoids aperture blocking due
to feed, which is a major drawback of ordinary paraboloidal
reflectors.

Plane mirrors also find great utility in the
antenna art. The arrangement as shown in fig.1.3(c) has a
large flat sheet reflector near a linear dipole. This
reduces the backward radiation. twith small spacing between

antenna and sheet, this arrangement yields a substantial
gain in the forward direction.
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Spherical reflectors are used when beam scanning
has to be performed with a stationary reflector by moving the
feed only. A main drawback of spherical system is the
spherical aberration. To overcome the difficulty, the illumi
nation is confined to the paraxial zone of the sphere, that
is to a region over which the sphere does not differ from a
paraboloid by more than one eighth of a wavelength. This
practice however leads to a large value of f/D and the
poor area of utilization. A sketch of spherical reflector
is shown in fig.1.3(e).

Ellipsoidal reflectors are used whenever the need
arises to focus the antenna's radiation pattern to a small
region in the Fresnel zone. An outline of the ellipsoidal
reflector is shown in fig.1.3(f).

Corner reflector antenna consists of a driven

radiator normally a halfwave element associated with a
reflector constructed from two flat conducting sheets which
meet at an angle to form a corner. Fig.1.3(g) shows the
configuration of the corner reflector antenna.

1.4 Feeds for a paraboloid

Almost all types of primary antennas can be used
as feeds for secondary reflector antennas. Dipoles, horns,
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helical antennas, waveguides etc. are some of the commonly
used feeds. In almost all the cases, the feed is placed at
the focus of the reflector. To obtain maximum efficiency
from the paraboloidal antenna, it requires a close control
of amplitude, phase and polarisation of the field incident
on the reflector. This requires the primary source or
'feed' to be small and of a configuration that gives a
spherical phase-front, ie., from a distance it must appear
as though the energy is radiated from a point. The amplitude
of the radiation from the feed should be uniform over a

wide angle to illuminate adequately the entire reflecting
area. The incident field should be of such a nature that,
after reflection, the waves will be properly polarized. To
make effective use of the area of the paraboloidal reflector,
the energy must be distributed over the surface with the
same degree of uniformity. But it is very important to
avoid loss of energy by waves radiated from the feed which
fail to strike the reflector. This energy is called ‘Spill
over‘ and to obtain the optimum gain efficiency from a para
‘boloid, it is necessary to design the combination of reflector
and feed to compromise between the loss due to spill-over
and loss due to non—uniformity of illumination.

Simple halfwave dipole antenna radiates uniformly
in a plane perpendicular to its length as shown in
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fig.1.4(1)(a). If a paraboloid is made to subtend a solid
angle of 180 degrees at the focus, half of the energy will be
radiated into space without striking the reflector. This
energy which does not strike the reflector is wasted. To
reduce this loss and increase the radiating efficiency of
the overall system, it is necessary to direct most of the
energy from the feed into the paraboloid. The half wave
dipole feed can be made more directional by simply placing

a reflecting element such as another dipole, a plane sheet,
a half cylinder, or a hemisphere. The arrangement using a
disc which is most popular is shown in fig.1.4(1)(b).

The dipole antenna is not ideal for feeding para
boloids in that the polarization characteristics are poor.
Beyond 90° in the E-plane, the polarization actually
.reverses, and extending a paraboloid beyond 90° in this
plane would result in a decrease in gain.

Open-ended waveguide feeds are used when the wave

length is of the order of a few centimeters. The radiation
characteristic of a waveguide aperture is dependent upon the
size and shape of the aperture and the mode or modes of
propagation within the guide. For getting a circularly

symmetric radiation pattern, a.circular TE11 waveguide is
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Fig.l.3(g): The Corner reflector antenna .
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(8) Radiation Patter" Of The (b) The dipole disc pair used as thehalf Wave diP0l@ feed to a reflector

Fig. 1.40).
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used as feed. A rectangular TE10 waveguide does not generally
give a circularly symmetric radiation pattern, but it is
suitable for feeding a paraboloidal section which is out to
subtend a wide angle in one plane and a narrow angle in the
other plane. The directivity in the electric and magnetic
planes can be controlled independently by altering the
respective apertures.

when more directivity is required in the feed
than that can be obtained with a simple aperture waveguide,
e.m. horns are used. There are several types of horn
antennas. These can take either circular or rectangular
cross section for their apertures. The circular ones are
usually fed by.a matching circular waveguide and rectangular

ones by rectangular waveguides.

There are three types of rectangular horns as
shown in fig.1.4(2)(a). If the horn is made by flaring in a

plane perpendicular to the TE10 wave electric field, it is
called a H-plane sectoral horn and if the horn is flared in
the plane of the electric field, it is called an E-plane
sectoral horn. A rectangular horn with flare in both planes
is called pyramidal horn.



.\ it
(a) Pyramidal horn

fl:

(b) H - plane sectoral horn (c) E - plane sectoral horn

Fig.l.4(2): Different rectangular aperture horns
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Helical antennas are also used as feeds for para
boloids, when the need for a circular polarization arises.
Helical antennas are very easy to manufacture and extremely
light in weight. But they are not so directional as horn
feeds.

1.5 Sectoral horn feeds

Horns flared only in one plane are called sectoral
horns. There are two types of sectoral horns. In one type,

the flare increases the aperture in the direction of the
E-vector called E-plane sectoral horns, and in the other

type the flare increases the aperture in the direction of
the H-vector, called H-plane sectoral horn.

The radiation patterns in the flared plane are
narrow and focused. But the radiation patterns in the ortho
gonal plane are very broad and same as that of an open ended
waveguide of the same dimensions. The energy radiated by a
sectoral horn is distributed in a fan shaped beam. Such a
pattern is useful only for such special applications like
tracking radar antennas etc. For other applications like
jgoint to point communication, illuminating circular aperture

paraboloids etc., an identical pattern shape in both principal
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flares is required. Hence it was felt that the pattern shape
in the unflared plane should be modified. Many workers have

tried to modify the pattern shape of sectoral horn antennas
in both the principal planes. The ‘grill technique‘ developed
by K.G.Nair23'27'53’55‘57 and Hariharan is found to be

effective in controlling the E-plane radiation pattern of
the E-plane sectoral horns. Here, conducting grills were
attached to the aperture of the E-plane sectoral horn. Optimum
performance of the system is found by varying the dimensions

and by changing the positions of the grills. The arrangement
is as shown in fig.1.5(1)(a).

Owen and Reynolds4 are pioneers in the field of
‘flange technique‘. Their technique is developed and investi

gated in detail by later workers?0'42'45'46'48'6O'63'75'80'83'84
The plane flanges are known to have good control in the E-plane
pattern of the H-plane sectoral horns.

The important parameters of a system with plane
flanges mounted on sectoral horn are:

(1) Flange angle

(2) Flange width

(3) Flange position, and
(4) Amplitude of excitation of the flange elements.
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By this technique the pattern in any one plane
can be conveniently modified without seriously affecting
the radiation pattern in the other plane. By introducing
assymetries in the flange system the beam can also be made
assymetric to suit specific applications. A diagram of a
H—plane sectoral horn attached with plane flanges is shown
in fig.1.5(2) (a).

1.6 Outline of the present work

with the advent of satellite communication and

radio astronomy, the need for large and efficient reflector
antennas had triggered a widespread investigation in reflector
feed design techniques. Major improvements sought are reduction
in spill-over, cross polarization losses and the enhancement
of aperture efficiency. The search for such a feed culminated
in the corrugated horn. A large amount of work has already
done in this field and the properties of corrugated horns
are now well known.

Some workers83’84 used corrugated surfaces as

flanges on H-plane sectoral horns and found that an H-plane
sectoral horn can also be modified to give a circular symmetric
radiation pattern far more easily and with more flexibility
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than a corrugated horn. The properties of corrugated-flanged
H-plane sectoral horn were studied in detail by Nair and
Zachariah83’84.

The main idea behind the present work is to use
the H-plane sectoral horns fitted with,corrugated flanges
as feeds of a paraboloid and see how the secondary pattern
of the reflector antenna varies with different parameters of
the feed. An off set paraboloid is used as the secondary
reflector in order to avoid the adverse effect of aperture
‘blocking by the feed horn structure on the secondary
radiation pattern. The measurements were repeated for three
different H-plane sectoral horns with the same set of
corrugated flanges at various X-band frequencies. The
following parameters of the whole system were studied:
(a) Beam shaping. (b) Gain. (c) Variation of VSWR and
(d) Cross polarization.

Theoretical explanation to the effects of the feed
horn parameters on the secondary reflector antenna patterns
is attempted.

The scheme of the present work is as follows:
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Chapter 2 gives a comprehensive review of the
research work done in this field. The review deals with
papers on secondary reflectors and modifications of feed
structures to get suitable illumination beams. This chapter
is intended to provide an understanding about various
theoretical and experimental techniques employed in reflector
antenna design.

Chapter 3 describes the experimental set up and

methods of measurement used in the present study. The main
equipment used is described in detail. Fabrication and other
details of antenna components and accessories used here are
also described.

Chapter 4 is mainly meant to discuss the experimental
results relating to pattern modification, gain measurement and
variation of VSWR and cross polarization.

A theoretical treatment of the corrugated flanged
H-plane sectoral horn fed off set paraboloid is attempted in
Chapter 5. Theoretical and experimental patterns are compared.

Chapter 6 contains the conclusions derived from the
above study. Suggestions for further work to improve the
overall antenna performance is also included in this chapter.
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During the initial course of the work on secondary
reflector antenna, the impedance characteristics of the feed
horn system were also studied in some detail. For this
purpose, a specially designed anechoic chamber was used.

For the purpose of chamber lining, a natural rubber
based absorbing material was developed and a note on this is
given in Appendix I.

A brief discussion on the design, development and
performance evaluation of microwave anechoic chamber constructed

in the Department, is given in Appendix II. The author
actively participated in this work during the tenure of his
research fellowship.

Another experimental work done on flanged E-plane

sectoral horns is described in Appendix III.



Chapter -II

REVIEW OF THE PAST WORK

This chapter presents a review of the past work
that has already been done in the field of microwave reflector
antennas in general and paraboloidal reflectors in particular.

A detailed review of the feed horns used with reflectors is
also included.

2.1 Microwave reflector antennas

The first reflector antenna was constructed by

Prof.Heinrich Hertzlg. He used a cylindrical parabolic
reflector with a dipole as feed. It had a rectangular aperture
of 2m height and 1.2m breadth. He worked with 66cm waves and
obtained an aperture efficiency of 10%.

Indian Physicist Jagadish Chandra Bose constructed
plane and cylindrical mirrors and gave a lecture demonstration

at the Royal Institution in Londonlg. He used his reflectors
down to 5mm wave length.

22
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Janskyl discovered extra terrestrial radio emission,
which is now known as the birth of radio astronomy.

The first large paraboloidal reflector was constructed
by Reberz. This reflector was 9.6m in diameter and operated
in the region of 1.9m waves.

Ashmead and Pippard3 were the first to point out
that beam scanning can be performed with a stationary spherical
reflector by moving the feed alone.

It was Spencer6 who initiated investigations of the
aperture phase errors on the gain of the antenna.

Ruzell showed that for any reflector there is a wave
length at which the gain reaches a maximum. This wavelength

depends on the r.m.s. deviation of the reflector surface from
the ideal paraboloid.

Through a theoretical analysis Jones13 showed that
low amplitude cross-polarized radiation and high gain factors
can be obtained from a paraboloidal reflector excited by a
plane wave source.
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Cheng14 obtained simple expressions for predicting
maximum loss in antenna gain when the peak value of the

aperture phase deviation is known.

Carter15 developed expressions for the accurate
prediction of phase centres of microwave antennas.

Robieux16 emphasized the influence of the precision
of the surface on the ultimate performance of the antenna.

Cheng17 established a method to determine proper

amount of defocuss necessary to simulate Franhaufer radiation

pattern in the Fresnel region which had become the usual
practice in testing of large antennas.

Brown and Lovellls had given an excellent account

of the radio astronomical telescope design. They had reported
that the first really large telescope built and put to
practical use at Jodrell Bank was having a gain of 31 dB
at 100 MHZ.

For the first time the concept of equivalent parabolas
in cassegrain antenna svstems was introduced bv Hannanzz.
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For large paraboloidal antennas Bracewellzl had
proved that the deterioration in directivity is found to
depend on the mean square departure of the surface from the
paraboloid of the best weighted least-squares fit and Qn
'the two-dimensional autocorrelation function of the departure
The variation of directivity with wavelength of a particular
paraboloid is deduced by leaving out of account those two

dimensional Fourier components of the departure with spatial
periods less than a wavelength.

Ruschzs calculated the scattered field from

a hyperboloidal reflector and established that at radio
frequencies, Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) is
far superior to ray optics method. i.

It was Schel126 who showed that the field along

the axis of_a spherical reflector is determined from geometry
of the system rather than from each term of the aberration
taken separately. He further showed how the field distri
bution changes from the case of small aberration where there' ‘i
is a well-defined focus to the geometric optics limita

Galindo31 demonstrated that with a two reflector

system, it was possible to achieve arbitrary phase and
amplitude distribution over the main aperture.
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Holt and Bouche29 showed how an auxiallary

Gregorian Reflector can be used for getting wide angle scan
ning from a spherical reflector without the adverse effect
of spherical aberration.

It was watson32 who devised a method to find the

field distribution at the focal plane of a symmetric para
boloidal reflector.

Ruze35 presented a set of formulas to determine
the axial loss of gain and pattern degradation as a function
of the reflector surface r.m.s. error and the surface spatial
connection. He had also presented a correlation between the
theoretical predictions and performance of actual large
antenna structures.

The Bao vu33 studied in detail the effect of random

phase errors on the forward gain of the reflector antennas.

Williams34 described a modified cassegrain system
to which the approach of Galindo31 was applied and an improve
ment of about 25% in aperture efficiency was observed.

Koffman36 established that a combination of crossed

electric and magnetic dipoles can be adjusted to eliminate
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cross-polarized radiation in any reflector formed as a
surface of revolution from a conic section. He found that
it is only necessary to impose the condition A = eB where
'e' is the eccentricity of the conic section and ‘A’ and 'B'
are the electric and magnetic dipole strengths.

Zarghamee4O extended the theory of Ruze

to account for the uneven distribution of surface irregu
larities of reflections. He derived a correction term to
the theory of Ruze35.

McCormick4l has given a detailed description about
the correct excitation of a line feed for a spherical
reflector. He also derived expressions for the field
components in the focal region.

Evansso made a computer study of spill-over, cross
polarization and illumination efficiency of paraboloids of
various focal length paraboloid diameter ratios (F/D). fed
by rectangular, square and circular wave guides in their
lowest order modes. The results showed that the figure of
merit of a low F/D ratio system is about 0.8 dB less than
that of a large F/D ratio system.
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Nair et al60 derived expressions for the radiation
pattern of a flange mounted sectoral horn antenna, treating
the primary horn as an aperture antenna and taking into
consideration its radiation pattern. In the earlier works the
primary horn antenna was considered.to be an isotropic linear
source.

Chu and Turin66 investigated the cross-polarized
radiation for linearly polarized excitation and beam dis
placement for circularly polarized excitation and established
a valuable design procedure for reflector antennas.

Leonard Tsai et al64 analysed a number of two
dimensional reflectors using both geometrical theory of
diffraction (GTD) as well as integral equation formulation
(IEF) and showed that while GTD is accurate for large
structures, IEF is good only for small structures.

James and Kerdemelidis67 analysed the reflector
antenna radiation pattern using the method of equivalent
‘edge currents and established that it shows better agreement
with measured values than those obtained by other methods.

Cogdell and Davis69 studied the characteristics
of the astigmatic phase error in large parabolic reflector
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antennas and outlined a procedure for focusing and diagnos
ing the presence and degree of astigmatism.

Rudge71 described two simple mathematical models

for the prediction of the vector radiation fields from off

set parabolic reflector antennas with off set feeds. Experi
mental verification of the models and comparisons with
surface current techniques had indicated that reliable
predictions can be obtained by the use of these models
over a moderate range of angles about the antenna bore
sight.

Kauffman et al73 developed a numerical technique
for a rapid calculation of the far-field radiation patterns
of a reflector antenna. They showed that this technique
can be used to calculate the radiation patterns of even
off set paraboloids.

Bennet et al74 developed a microwave holographic

technique for the determination of amplitude and phase of
the principal and cross polarized aperture fields of large
reflector antennas. Their technique describes the means
used to obtain vital information on the antenna structure
such as E-and H-plane phase centres of the feed and r.m.s.
values of the reflector surface profile errors.
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Ghobrial77 derived equations for the copolar and
cross-polar fields in the focal plane of a paraboloidal
reflector excited by a plane wave.

Safak and Delogne78 put to an end the controversy

about the relative susceptibility of cassegrarian and front
fed antennas to depolarisation effects by showing that the
cross-polarization in reflector antennas is closely related
to the feed design.

Nair and Mathewso were using a flanged sectoral
horn as feed to a paraboloidal reflector. They showed that
the position and geometry of the flanges determine the nature
of the secondary patterns.

Agarwal et al82 published a numerical method to

calculate the radiation properties of even very large spherical
reflectors. They verified the method by comparing the
calculated and measured results from a 120 wavelength spherical
reflector.

Raj Mittra et al85 presented a method to compute

rapidly the vector secondary pattern of an off set paraboloidal
reflector where the feed was displaced. They showed that the
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Jacobi-polynomial series method can also be extended to the
case of an off set paraboloid without compromising base and
speed of computation.

Bucci et al86 gave an analysis of the behaviour of
the reflector antennas loaded by a surface impedance along a
peripheral rim. Both single and dual (Cassegrain) reflector
antennas were considered and it was shown that an effective

control on the radiated field can be achieved by the proper
choice of the loading characteristics.

Cha and Bathkengo have achieved a 85% aperture

efficiency using a dual reflector antenna. They clainathat
this to be the most efficient reflector antenna ever designed.

2.2 Reflector antenna feeds

Owen and Reynolds4 attached metal flanges to the
aperture of H—plane sectoral horns and studied their E-plane
patterns. They found that the flanges are very effective in
controlling the E-plane pattern. They explained this with the
help of line source theory, which considers the horn aperture <
the primary source to the line source which in turn excite
the two tips of the flanges. The total radiation is considere
to be the resultant of all these three radiators. ‘
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Cutler5 showed qualitatively that the ideal feed
should radiate a spherical wave with proper polarization
characteristics, if the reflector as a whole is to radiate
with linear polarization in fixed direction. Spencer7 was
first to suggest that a line source can be used to correct
the spherical aberration.

Butson and Thomsonzo continued the studies of

Owen and Reynolds4 on the effects of metal flanges on the‘
radiation patterns of sectoral horns and waveguides. After
exhaustive studies, they came to the conclusion that there
was no change in the H-plane pattern of E-plane sectoral
horns.

Hariharan and Nair23 investigated about the effect
of a shorting grill system on the near field radiation
pattern of E-plane sectoral horns. They found that the system
can make the E-plane beams more sharper. The same authors in

196224, studied the effect of shorting grills on the VSWR
of the system. They established that at certain positions
of the grills, the VSWR is decreased and the axial power
density is increased.

I Potter27 introduced a step discontinuity in the
diameter near the throat of a conical horn, which converted



a part of the dominant mode, into higher order mode. A
correct combination of these two modes at the horn aperture
gave rise to almost identical E- and H-plane patterns.

The above technique of Potter27 was applied by
Jenson28 to a square pyramidal horn in which the dominant

mode is the TE10. He showed that the correct higher modes
are the hybrid mixture of TEl2 and TMl2.

In the United States, Kayao used grooved walls

in a wide flare angle horn which was called ‘Scalar feed‘
because its properties are independent of polarization.

Minnett and Thomas37 gave an analytical descri

ption of the synthesis of hybrid HE11 mode.

Rumsey38 showed that a linearly polarized horn

that has the samezpower pattern in all planes through the'
axis can be made from a synthetic material for which the
aoundary conditions on E and H are the same.

Laurie and Peters (Jr)39 of USA designed a horn

antenna with significantly reduced backlobes over nearly
a two-to-one frequency-band. This horn has a well defined
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phase centre at its apex, and the E- and H-plane patterns are
nearly identical over the frequency band if the horn has a
square or circular aperture.

Nair and Srivastava42 were first to report that the
position of flanges relative to the horn aperture affected the
radiation property of the system drastically. They found that
if the flanges were moved back, the radiation pattern can be
focused or broadened. They defined those positions of the
flanges which gave a sharp beam and a broad beam as optimum

or (O) position and minimum or (M) position respectively.

Jull44 made some accurate microwave horn gain

measurements with revised proximity connections. These results
established that edge diffraction is the major source of error
in Schelkunoff's12 gain expression and suggested a value for
its accuracy.

Nair et al45 studied in detail the effect of metal
flanges on the H-plane radiation patterns of E-plane sectoral
horns. The effect of the flange position and its geometry
on the radiation pattern of the H-plane sectoral horns was
also studied later46.
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Hamid47 analysed the radiation from a conical horn

by extending Brillouin ray tracing techniques to the three
dimensional case.

Yu and Ruddock54 calculated the H-plane radiation

pattern of pyramidal horns by considering the diffraction from
the aperture edges.

Jeukenszcarried out experimental study on small
flange angle corrugated conical horn. He found that small
flange angle horns with large aperture diameters had a
bandwidth of only 1:1.3.

Narasimhan and Rao58 found a simple solution to the

corrugated conical horn using the spherical hybrid modes.
Their results are fairly accurate for small flange angles of
the horns. Later on the same authors analysed the case of

wide flare angle horns and the computed patterns were in good
agreement with experimental results.

Cohn59 described a new method of generating and

controlling the hybrid modes by changing the flare angle at

appropriate points in the horn.
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Koshy et al49 made an experimental investigation
on the effect of flanges on the radiation patterns of horn
antenna. The same authors published a report6O on the

theoretical analysis of the flanged sectonfl.horn antenna.
The theoretical results are in good agreement with experi
mental results.

Clarricoats and Saha62 investigated on the propa
gation and radiation behaviour of circular corrugated wave

guides. They showed that the radiation pattern of a
corrugated waveguide exhibits nearly perfect symmetry over
a 1.5 1 frequency band, and when corrugations are approximately
x/4 deep, the pattern is symmetric and there is no cross
polarized component in the radiated field. The attenuation
is also found to be less than that of a uniform waveguide for
the dominant mode. They extended their work to cover the
conical corrugated horns and their theoretical predictions
were justified well by experimental results.

Mizusawa and Kitsuregawa65 described about a beam

waveguide feed system in which the receiver and the Cryogenics
can be boused in a fixed location beneath the main reflector
without incurring excessive line losses.
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Love66 developed a leaky cylindrical waveguide feed
to be used for the correction of spherical aberration.

Truman and Balanis7O devised a method to determine

the optimum dimensions of a horn feed for a parabolic reflector
using the power transferred to the feed as a criterion.

Adatia and Rudge72 developed new primary feed types

for off set reflectors that offer significant improvements
in the cross polar and beam squinting properties, without
adding significantly to the complexity or mass of the primary
feed system.

Srivastava et al75 reported a slotted flange system
which produced a square radiation pattern. They got an almost
ideal 10 dB taper with sharp 10 dB fall off beyond the 10 dB
points. The resultant beam is very much suited for feeding
deep paraboloids.

Nair et al76 used dielectric flanges on sectoral
horns instead of metal flanges and succeeded in reproducing
all the effects observed with metal flanges. They even tried
a hybrid system with one flange element of metal and other
identical flange element of dielectric. It was found that the
resultant beam was tilted towards the metallic flange element.
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Nair and Mathewgo established the similarities

between a flanged sectoral horn and corner reflector antenna.
After a detailed study of their properties they concluded
that the corner reflector theory could be more suited to
explain the behaviour of flanges.

Dragon81 fabricated a corrugated conical horn feed
which successfully operated in the 17 GHz - 29 GHz band. In
this region the radiation has got good polarization purity.

Zachariah et al83'84 found that corrugated metal
flanges fitted on sectoral horn antennas are more superior
to conventional plane metal flanges in all respects. This
is established theoretically and experimentally by authors.

Vasudevan and Nair87 analysed the effects of
corrugated reflector elements on the radiation characteristics
of corner reflector antennas. They found that the radiation
patterns and half power beam widths of the system, show
"remarkable agreement between theory and experiment.

Kildol88 presented a formula for the numerical
calculation of the combined phase centre. He had also given
theoretical aspects of the feed position tolerances and
efficiency loss due to differences in the principal plane
phase patterns.
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Huang et al89 used the uniform GTD to determine

the near and far field patterns of a pyramidal horn which they
used as the feed for an off set parabolic reflector.

From the above review it is clear that enormous
amount of work has already been done and still the field
continues to grow indicates that the reflector antennas are
vital for the development of communication and other purposes.

From the later part of the review it is evident that corrugated
horns are gaining more momentum as feeds for the secondary
reflector antennas of all types by their superior radiation
characteristics and impedance matching properties. But, no
serious effort has been made so far to study how the secondary

radiation characteristics will vary by using the flexible feed
arrangement of sectoral horn fitted with corrugated flanges
as feed to a paraboloid. The work presented in this thesis
is oriented precisely towards this aim.



Chapter III

IEQUIPMENT USED, EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

_AND__ MEASUREMEN'I'7 TECHN IQUES

In this chapter, the various equipments used and
the experimental set up is described in detail. The methods
of measurement of different antenna_paraeters which are of
primary importance in reflector antenna field are also
extensively covered.

3.1 Description of the equipment used

The whole work of this thesis was conducted at
different X-band frequencies. The frequencies of 8.25 GHz,

9 GHz, 10 GHZ, 10.6 GHz and 11 GHz were used for the study
of the off set parabola.

3.1(i) Microwave source

Gunn diode was used as microwave source throughout

the experiment. The source includes a stabilized power supply

(0 to 10V) capable of supplying a current of 1 amp. The power
supply was also having provision for supplying a 1000 KHZ

40
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square wave signal for the purpose of modulating the micro
wave source. A PIN diode mounted in a suitable waveguide

cavity connected between source and load acts as the modulator.

The Gunn diode is mounted inside a X-band waveguide

section, one end of which is terminated in a precisely cali
brated movable shorting plunger. The waveguide section between
the plunger and the diode acts as the resonant cavity. when
the plunger is moved towards the diode, the volume of the

cavity decreases and the frequency of the generated wave
increases and vice versa. The manufacturer has supplied a
calibration curve by which the approximate frequency corres
ponding to the micrometer reading can be noted. The Gunn
diode used here is having a rating of 160 mA at 10V. The
useful maximum microwave power output available is 20 milli

watts. This corresponds to a D.C. to A.C. conversion efficiency
of 1.25%. Whenever the Gunn diode is used, an isolator is
placed immediately after the oscillator and other components
are connected only to the output port of the isolator. This
is necessary for the safety of theFGunn diode because the
reflections from the load may disturb the operation of the
device. The Gunn source used with the above precaution worked
very smoothly and its output power and frequency were exception

ally stable and reliable. The frequency range of the device
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is 8.2 GHz to 12.4 GHZ. But towards the upper end of the band,
i.e.. after 11 GHz, the output power is not enough for the
radiation experiments, using only a crystal as detector. So
the experiments are carried out only upto 11 GHz. The cw
mode operation is adopted throughout the work.

3.1(ii) Waveguide components

As stated earlier, the Gunn diode is housed in a
X-band waveguide cavity so that the pulses of the Gunn diode
can be converted into sinusoidal oscillations with an adjustable
frequency range. A three port circulator with one port terminated
in a matched termination as dummy load is used as the isolator.
A precision Xéband cavity frequency meter with direct reading
facility is used for monitoring the frequency accurately.

The microwave power output from the oscillator can

be monitored at regular intervals using a directional coupler,
detector mount and a sensitive micro ameter to ensure that

there are no R.F. power fluctions. An adjustable vane type
attenuator is used to keep the microwave power level at the
receiving end to a minimum, in order to ensure that the
detecting crystal follows square law. Waveguide slotted section
carriage is used for calculating the voltage standing wave
ratio of the system accurately.
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waveguide twist is used for studying the cross
polarization patterns of the system. Using the waveguide
twist either receiver or transmitter can be made to receive
or transmit cross polarized waves relative to each other.

Waveguide to co-axial adapters were used when the
offset paraboloid was used as the transmitter for VSWR

studies. The adapter couples a RG/U cable through a N-type
female connector to the waveguide system.

Crystal detector mount is used to detect received
power. Since CW R.F.power was used, the detected output was
pure-D.C.signal. The crystal detectors used are IN21C,
IN23C, IN415B type Schottkey diodes. One side of the crystal
mount is terminated at an adjustable shorting plunger. The
plunger can be adjusted for maximum detected power.

3.1(iii) Offset paraboloid

Offset paraboloid is the only secondary reflector
used in the present study. The paraboloid is made out of
aluminium sheet. It is a part of a full paraboloid of
aperture diameter 2 meters and focal length 1 meter. The
offset portion used is circular in shape with a diameter of
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97 cms. A two dimensional diagram of the offset paraboloid
is as shown in fig.3.1(iii)(a).

The offset paraboloid was made using the method

of the sheet metal extrusion. A template of solid aluminium
sheet was first made. For this purpose, the equation of
parabola Y2 = 4ax is plotted on a big graph sheet and the‘
resulting parabolic curve is cut and pasted on the aluminium
sheet. The sheet is then cut out exactly along the curve and
a template is obtained as shown in fig.3.1(iii)(b). This
template is rotated about the axis of the proposed paraboloid
while the process of sheet metal extrusion is in progress.
The resulting figure of revolution is the full paraboloid of
2 metres in aperture. Every effort was made to see that the
manufactured paraboloid surface followed the parabolic curve

as closely as possible. The paraboloid is then cut and a
circular portion shaded as shown in fig.3.1(iii)(c) was taken
out. Precautions were taken to see that there is no deform
ation of the curve while the offset portion was cut out. This
cut out portion is the offset paraboloid used for the study.
It is having a surface accuracy of A/16.

The offset paraboloid is supported from the back by
a rigid aluminium structure. A few iron nuts and bolts fastened
the reflector securely to the aluminium support structure
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without any distortion to the curve. A photograph of the
structure is shown in fig.3.1(iii)(d).

After the offset paraboloid was properly supported,
the mirror method of test for the focus of the paraboloid
is conducted. For this, a number of small and thin
(%cms x kcms) plane reflecting mirrors were pasted to

different spots all over the reflector surface and the
reflector was placed to face the evening sun directly so
that a plane beam of light was incident on the mirrors.
It was found that roughly the light was focused about a
point (focus) on the axis at 100 cms away from the vertex
(not a part of the offset paraboloid) of the original full
paraboloid. This established, that the offset paraboloidal
reflector is made exactly according to the original design.

3.1(iv) Sectoral horns as feeds

H-plane sectoral horns are used here as the basic
feeds. The sectoral horns are made of copper. Sheets are
cut into required shape and soldered together to form a
sectoral horn. The inside walls of the horn are polished
and silver plated to a high accuracy. Extreme care was taken
to avoid mechanical imperfections during the process of
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fabrication of the horns. Standard waveguide flanges wGl6
supplied by reliable manufacturers were soldered to the horns

carefully. The various sectoral horns fabricated and used
for the experiment are shown in the photograph of fig.3.1(iv)(a)
The different parameters of the sectoral horns used are given
in table 3.1(i).

3.1(v) Flanges on the feed

Metallic flanges are used to shape the E-plane
pattern of the H-plane sectoral horns which were used as
the basic feeds. A pair of identical flanges are attached
on the external sides of the horn with provision to adjust
the included angle and the relative position with respect to
the horn aperture. A photograph of the arrangement is as

shown in fig.3.I(v)(a). Two types of flanges are used in the
study:

(1) Plane sheet flanges

(ii) Corrugated flanges with corrugations
perpendicular to the E-vector

Fig.3.1(v)(b) is a photograph of the different flanges
used in this experiment. -It is established by earlier workers
that for a given set of flanges and a horn at a given frequency





Table 3.1(1)

$1.
No. HORN
i i i i I I Z I Iii I11 1

1 H12 H23 H3
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Ahperture Flare anglein in Ioms. A Degrees
5-6% 20°

II
4705 30’6.5 22°

-I
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the included angle between the flanges and flange position
relative to the aperture are two vital parameters which directly
affect the radiation patterns of the basic primary feed horn.
Hence arrangements were made to vary these parameters very

precisely and to study the resultant effect on the secondary
reflector characteristics. The flanges are attached to a
frame which is capable of moving back and forth over the
length of the horn by a rack and pinion arrangement. The
distance of the flanges from the aperture of the horn is
noted from a scale attached to the horn. Since the number
of discrete angles necessary for the study, were not very
large, strips with definite angles were prefabricated from
3mm thick aluminium sheets. The angles were bent carefully

and adjusted using a high accuracy ‘Universal Bevel Protractor‘.
Suitable holes were drilled to attach the flange-pair symmetri
cally. The flange elements are then screwed to the angle-strip.

3.1(vi) Antenna positioner

Plotting of the secondary radiation patterns is a
very important part of the problem. For calculating the absolute
gain of the system, it is necessary to have the patterns both in
E and H planes. For this purpose the offset reflector was mounted
on a turn table which is capable of rotating independently on
both azimuthal and elevation axes. These mutually perpendicular
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axes should pass through the centre of the aperture of the
full paraboloid of which the offset reflector forms a part.
It is absolutely necessary to have the system completely
free of wobbling or jerks since the secondary patterns will
be having 3 dB beam widths of the order of 1 to 2°. Even a
slight wobbling will displace the beam from the target by
twice the amount. It was possible to carry out the experi
ment only on the open-roof terrace of the building, since
the distances involved are large, ruling out the comfort of
indoor rooms like the anechoic chamber, already available
in the department. Winds with speed of the order of 40 to
60 km/hr are frequent in the area. The turn-table together
with the solid paraboloid mounted on it should be able to
withstand this wind. Taking all these into account, a very
sturdy and heavy but simple and manually operated turn-table
was designed. A photograph of the turn-table with the offset
paraboloid in position is shown in fig.3.1(vi)(a). The entire
rotating mechanism is housed in an iron frame of dimensions
2x2x2% feet which forms the body of the set up. The top and
bottom portions are made of 10mm thick mild steel plates.
One and a half inches angles are welded to the two plates
so as to form a frame. Two circular holes are cut at the
centre of the steel plates so that a 1%“ diameter steel rod
can pass through it. This is the main shaft on which the whole
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structure of the reflector with feed is mounted. The rod is
held in position by two heavy ball bearings attached to the
two plates right at the centre. The paraboloid is fitted in'
such a way that the straight line passing through the centre
of the shaft is collinear with the aperture diameter of the
full paraboloid. This line is the vertical axis on which the
reflector antenna is rotated to get the azimuthal pattern.

Another rod perpendicular to the main shaft but

passing through the centre of the aperture of the parabola
forms the horizontal axis. The reflector can be tilted up
and down through an angle of more than 45° on either side by
the action of a string and counter weight round this axis.
A schematic diagram showing the axes and the direction of

rotation is given in fig.3.l(vi)(b). As noted earlier, the
reflector can be rotated around any of the two axes independently
keeping one axis fixed by a clamping arrangement. When the
azimuthal pattern is required, the elevation system is arrested
by a screw arrangement at the handle in the normal position and
the paraboloid is rotated around the vertical shaft. Similarly
when the elevation pattern is required, the vertical axis is
fixed using a nut and bolt arrangement. with the transmitter
in the normal position, the clamp of the handle is released
and the handle is slowly rotated so that the reflector is tilted
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Fig.3.l(vi)(b): The schematic diagram showing the two orthogonal axes and
their direction of rotation.
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as required. The counter weight just below the feed horn keeps
the reflector balanced in any position of tilt. By the combined
action of horizontal and vertical clamps, the paraboloid can be
made to point towards any desired direction.

The arrangement described above was used to plot

semiautomatically the E- and H-plane patterns of the offset
reflector one after the other. For the semiautomatic plotting,
an X-Y plotter (H.P 7Q47A) having a maximum sensitivity of

2 micro volt/mm was used. To plot a pattern, it requires a
D.C.signal corresponding to the position of the paraboloid
on the X-axis. This signal was derived from a linear potentio
metric voltage divider arrangement attached to the corresponding
axis of the system. The movable contact of the potentiometer
moves exactly at the same speed as the axis so that the D.C.
signal is proportional to the angle through which axis has
turned. Two wire wound linear potentiometers together with

a highly stabilized D.C.power supply are used for this purpose.
By a switching arrangement, any one of the two potential
dividers can be connected to the X-axis of the plotter. when
the arrangement is finally used for plotting, it is rotated in
the same direction as at the time of calibration on both the
axes. This is done in order to prevent the error due to back
lash of the potentiometers. This rule was followed throughout
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the work. The speed of rotation is kept at a steady minimum
value of about 0.25 rpm in order to get the sharp peaks and
nulls of the pattern recorded properly.

3.2 Plotting of the radiation patterns

Radiation pattern is a graphic record showing the
spatial distribution of radiated energy from a source. The
radiation characteristics can be presented either as power
patterns or as intensity patterns. Usually it is easy to plot
power patterns than intensity patterns. Throughout this work,
all patterns plotted are power patterns. Whenever it was
necessary to calculate antenna gain, the power patterns were
changed into intensity patterns and the method of pattern
integration was employed. Fig.3.2(l)(a) show the typical
radiation power patterns in both polar co-ordinates and rectangular
co-ordinates. Their corresponding intensity patterns are also
shown.

Usually two methods are employed to plot radiation
patterns. In the first method, the test antenna is used as the
transmitter of microwave power. A receiving antenna is moved
along the circumference of a circle with the aperture centre of
the transmitting antenna as its center. The received signal
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Fig. 3.2 (i) (a) : Typical radiation patterns in polar and reangular coordinates
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is plotted against the angular position of the receiving
antenna with respect to the transmitter. The method is very
cumbersome and requires a lot of space.

In the second method, the antenna under test is
“used as the receiver and it is rotated keeping a standard
transmitting antenna fixed. A plot of the signal from the
receiving antenna against the angle through which the test
antenna has rotated gives the radiation pattern.

According to the theorem of reciprocity in antennas,
the radiation characteristics of an antenna is same in both
transmitting and receiving modes. In the present work, the
second method which is simpler and convenient than the first
method is used for plotting the radiation patterns. A standard
pyramidal antenna is used as the transmitter. The test antenna
here consists of the secondary offset paraboloid together with
the flanged sectoral horn as the feed.at the focus. The
receiving antenna and transmitting antenna were kept at a

distance greater than 2D2/& 9. This ensured that the patterns
gplotted are those in the radiation field and not in the induction
field. This is an important point in antenna measurements
technique since almost all practical antennas we use are used
"to transmit or receive far field (radiation region) signals.
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For this purpose, the experiment was set on the flat roof
top of the department building. The transmitter and receiver
were placed at the two ends of the ‘L’ shaped portion of the
three storeyed building. A photograph of the set up is shown
in fig.3.2(i)(b). A deep "valley" between the two wings of
the L-shaped building ensured that no ground reflected ray
reached the receiver. Two photographs in fig.3.2(i)(c) and
fig.3.2(i)(d) show the transmitter as seen from the receiving
end and receiver as seen from the transmitting end.

The transmitter set up consisted of a standard
pyramidal horn, an isolator and the Gunn diode oscillator.
The whole set up is pictured in fig.3.2(i)(e). The system
shown is supported on a tripod stand specially built for the
purpose. The transmitter horn is nearly 2 meters high from
the roof's ground level and it is so oriented that its E plane
is parallel to ground. A regulated D.C.power supply kept at
the bottom of the tripod stand provided the Working voltage
to the Gunn diode.

In the receiving system, the feed horn is kept on
the axis of the parent paraboloid with the centre of the horn
aperture coinciding with the focus of the paraboloid. A crystal
detector mount connected to the horn by a straight waveguide
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section rectified the received microwave power and the resulting
D.C.signal is taken out via well shielded co-axial cable to the
Y-input of the recorder. A moving frame arrangement on the

feed horn is used to carry the flanges. The H—plane sectoral
horn was fitted in such a way that its E-plane is parallel to
the ground (the horn is kept vertical). A photograph of the
arrangement used to plot the radiation pattern is shown in

fig.3.2(i)(f). As stated elsewhere, the flange pair can be_
moved back and forth along the length of the horn and can be

clamped at any position. To plot E-plane pattern, the axis
of the parent paraboloid is kept parallel to the ground and
the offset reflector is rotated about the vertical shaft. To
plot H-plane pattern, the vertical shaft is locked such that
the offset antenna points straight towards the transmitter and
maximum on-axis power is received. Now the clamp of the hori

zontal (elevation) axis is released and is brought to the extreme
position. The handle is then rotated so that the offset para
boloid scans the vertical plane (H-plane) in the pre-calibrated
direction. The signals corresponding to the angular position
of the offset reflector are taken out using coaxial cables and
connected to X-axis of the recorder. Care is taken to see that
ao external noise reached the recorder.

In plotting cross polarization patterns, almost the
same experimental set up and procedure is followed. The only
iifference is that the transmitting horn is made at the cross
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mode to the receiving feed horn. This is achieved by using
a 90° waveguide twist at the transmitting end. Thus the E-plane
of the transmitting horn was perpendicular to the ground while
at the receiving end the feed horn was kept with E-plane
parallel to the ground. This ensured that the amount of
power received is proportional to the degree of cross polariza
tion of the system.

3.3 Measuremnt of VSWR and On-axis power density

The VSWR of any antenna is proportional to the

degree of impedance mismatch. No antenna design is complete
without investigating its voltage standing wave ratio. If
the antenna is not properly matched to the transmission line,
a portion of the energy is reflected back to the source. The
advancing wave from the source and the reflected wave interact
to set up standing waves in the system analogous to mechanical
"waves on a stretched string. At the maximum position (antinode)
of the standing wave, the voltage may be so high that the
equipment may be damaged. Moreover, the transmission efficiency
is deteriorated by backward reflection.

The VSWR is defined as the ratio of the electric field

intensity at the voltage antinode to that at the node.

E

VSWR (s) = %
MIN
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For ideal matching, there should not be any reflected power
and hence no standing waves.

S0,

EMAX = EMIN and S = 1

In the other extreme case of total reflection, all the energy
is reflected back and the nodes will be at zero potential,

i.e., EMIN = 0.

S :: -§——— :: T =g Emx Emx . co
MIN

. Q‘. 'So if there is total mismatch, the VSWR tends to an infinite
value.

The ‘on-axis power density‘ is the power radiated per
unit area along the axis of the antenna. Since in almost all
practical systems, the power radiated along the main axis only
is used, the measurements are also confined to on-axis direction
only.

Measurement of VSWR and on-axis power density were

carried out simultaneously using an experimental set up shown
in fig.3.3(i)(a). The test antenna is used in the transmitting
mode with a slotted section carriage inserted in series with the
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Gunn diode and test antenna. The on-axis power received using
a small pyramidal horn kept at a distance greater than 35 metres
(far field) is detected and brought back to the transmitting
end using good quality shielded cable so that simultaneous
measurements of VSWR and on-axis power density can be carried

out. The detected outputs of the slotted line carriage and
the receiver horn are fed to two sensitive microammeters and

the readings are noted manually.

IMAXVSWR = S = ——-—- where I and I are maximumIMIN MAX MIN

position and minimum position readings on the slotted section
rnicroammeter respectively.

3.4 Directive gain and half power beam width

Directive gain of any antenna is definedlo as the
ratio of the maximum radiation intensity in a given direction
to the radiation intensity in that direction from an isotropic
antenna with the same power input.

In this study, we are interested in the total gain
of the system. For this purpose, both E-plane pattern and
If-plane pattern are plotted. The respective gains can be
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determined by pattern integration methoda. Numerical integration
of the intensity patterns in rectangular co-ordinates is
employed to calculate the directive gains.

Gain in any plane is given by

z: 2nIMAXG1P 8118 2
I9d9

In decibels it is expressed as

2n:G dB = 20 log --553plane 10 2 11:
I%d6O

Where IMAX is‘ the intensity in the direction of maximum

radiation and I6 is the intensity in any direction whose
bearing angle is 6 in the same. plane.

211

[Iedé is the area between the intensity curveo

and the 9-axis within the limits 9 = 0 and 9 = 21E.

Using this method the directive gains in the two
orthogonal planes (E and H) are calculated separately. The
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directive gain of the antenna is then given by

G G
G. = _§_E

n

where GE = Directive gain in E-plane

GH = Directive gain in H-plane

The directive gain can also be expressed in decibels
as

o as = GE as + GH as - 20 log n

G dB is the absolute directing power gain of the
antenna system over an isotropic radiator.

This is the experimental value of the directive gain
The half power beam width of the radiation pattern also can be
estimated from the patterns.



Chapter IV

EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of the experi
mental investigations carried out on the offset reflector
antenna using different feed configurations. The results
obtained with different flanges on the feed horn are
compared with those obtained when the horn alone is used

as the feed. The experiments are carried out on three
different H-plane sectoral horns with the same set of flange
parameters. The response of the antenna at five X-band
frequencies of 8.25 GHz, 9 GHZ, 10 GHz, 10.6 GHz and 11 GHz
with the above feed is studied in detail with stress on the
following:

1) VSWR of the system

2) On—axis power density

3) Radiation patterns

4) Directive gain

5) Half power beam widths

6) Cross polarization

72
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4.1 Voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR)

4.1(i) Dependence of VSWR on flange position

The flanges are attached to the H-plane sectoral
horn as shown in fig.3.1(v)(a). The position of flanges
with respect to the aperture of the horn is adjusted
using a rack and pinion arrangement. For measuring VSWR
the standard method of slotted section carriage_and sensitive
spot galvanometer is used as it was found that this arrange
ment gave more accurate and reliable results than a VSWR
meter.

The VSWR of the system is found to be depending

very much on the position of the flange pair relative to
the horn aperture. .As the flange pair is moved along the
length of the horn, the VSWR fluctuated between sharp
maximas and minimas. For all horns fitted with flanges
of various parameters operating at various frequencies,
the same is found to be true as the graphs in fig.4.1(i)(a)
to (h) show. The general pattern of VSWR closely resembles
a damped sine wave. when we compare the flanged horn
VSWR with horn alone as feed, it is found that at some

positions the VSWR shoots up above the normal (i.e. when
horn alone as feed) value and at some other positions it
goes well below near to the ideal value of 1.
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\

The second observation is very significant if we
consider the on-axis power density at the corresponding
positions. This aspect is discussed in next section. From
the graphs, it can be inferred that corrugated flanges are
superior to the plane flanges as far as impedance matching is
considered.

4.1(ii) Dependence of VSWR on frequency

The VSWR is found to be depending very much on

the frequency of operation, if other parameters are invariant.
The VSWR of the system is determined by the phase and

amplitude of the waves reflected from the primary feed horn
and the secondary reflector. The two waves add up or reduce
the effective reflection depending on the phase variation
between them.

It is observed that for almost all frequencies the
value of VSWR is less when corrugated flanges are used. Just
the horn alone as feed or horn with plane flanges, are found
to give a greater VSWR. The variation of VSWR with frequency

is studied only at 'optimum' positions of the flanges where the
on-axis power is maximum, since it is the only case of practical
importance. It can be inferred from the graphs 4.1(ii)(a)
to (e) that the variation of VSWR with frequency for different
flanges is almost similar to the variation of the VSWR of the
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feed horn without flanges. This fact reveals that certain
flanges serve to lower the VSWR while maintaining the

frequency characteristics of the primary feed horn. This
means that if the primary feed is broad band, the addition

of the corrugated flanges just lowers the VSWR, without
adversely affecting the band width. The flanges with
corrugation numbers 6, 8, and 11 with periods in the
neighbourhood of A/2 where )\ is the wavelength of radiation
are found to be most attractive.

4.1(iii) Dependence of VSWR on corrugation parameters

The corrugations are made of aluminium flats of
thickness 1.2 cms, width 10 cms and length 2O.cms, by

machining grooves of equal width parallel to each other.
The depth of the groove 'h' was kept constant for all
flanges. The corrugation period or slot width 'a' depends
on number of corrugations 'n'. The variation of VSWR with
corrugation period ‘a’ is studied and results are presented
here.

The curves in fig.4.1(iii)(a) to (d) show that the
VSWR at optimum position of flanges depends on the corrugation

parameters also. It can be inferred that all flanges help to
lower the VSWR for all the frequencies in the X-band.
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4.1(iv) Variation of VSWR with the angle '25‘ between
flanges

Here the flanges are kept at '0' position as usual
and the effect of different flange angles on the VSWR of the
system is studied. Observations were taken for different
flanges at various frequencies.

The graphs of fig.4.1(iv)(a) to (h) show that for a
given frequency the VSWR remains almost steady; without much
variation as the angle is varied. The graphs further show
that for a single frequency, all the flanges behave in the
same way as far as VSWR is concerned. Here also in most
cases, corrugated flanges show less VSWR than plane flanges
or feed horn without flanges.

4.2 On-axis power density

As mentioned earlier, the main interest of practical
importance in secondary antenna is to get as much power as

possible on the bore sight or on-axis region of the system.
Moreover the power distribution should be confirmed to a minimum

area around the axis. In this context, the on-axis power density
is defined as power distributed per unit area perpendicular to
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the axis. The on-axis power density measured with a standard
pyramidal horn kept at a point along the axis at a distance2 .
greater than %€ where D is the aperture dimension of the
reflector antenna.

Optimum position (O-position) is the flange position
corresponding to a maximum value of on-axis power and minimum

position (M-position) is the flange position corresponding to
the minimum value of on-axis power.

4.2(i) Dependence of on-axis power density on flange position

It is found that just like VSWR the on-axis‘power
is also highly dependent on the position of the flanges
relative to the horn aperture. The on-axis power varies
approximately in sinusoidal fashion as the flanges are moved

back from the aperture of the horn. At certain positions
(M-positions) the on-axis power is reduced to very low value
even to zero. There are some other positions (O-position) where
the on-axis power reaches a maximum. This is clearly brought
out by the graphs in fig.4.2(i)(a) to (B). As mentioned in
the previous section 4.1(i), the VSWR is also position dependent
So a comparison is made between variations in VSWR and on-axis

power density due to changes in flange position. The most
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promising observation is that at the position where the on-axis
power is maximum (O—position) the VSWR is found to be minimum.

This is particularly more pronounced in the case of corrugated
flanges than plane flanges. That is, the variation of on-axis
power density and VSWR are almost reciprocal. This condition

is ideal for antennas. Further as the flanges are moved through
one wavelength the same phenomenon is found to repeat. But

magnitudes of VSWR and on-axis power density are not same

at every maxima and minima. In short, for a particular setting
of the corrugated flanged feed, there is an optimum position
where the VSWR is minimum (much lower than that with horn

alone as the feed) and on-axis power density several~times‘moreA.-Q ' "1
than that of horn alone as feed. This is one of the most
positive results of the corrugated flanges observed throughout
the experiment.

4.3(i) Effect of flange position on beam shape

The shape of the beam emerging from the offset reflector

depends very much on the position of the flanges on the feed
horn. It is found that the flanges can serve to improve or
worsen the beam shape. In fig.4.3(i)(a) and (b) the change of
shape of the beam as the flanges are moved from the aperture to
the back of the horn are shown. Both E-and H-plane patterns
are plotted.
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A close study of the E— and H-plane patterns reveals
that within experimental limitations of plotting the narrow
beam the shape of H-plane patterns remains same irrespective
of the position of the flanges. Only the amplitude of on-axis

power changes. At the ‘O’ position of the flange the VSWR is
minimum and on-axis power is maximum,at ‘M’ position the VSWR

is maximum and on-axis power is minimum. It is consistent with
the results obtained by Zachariah and Nair.

But the shape of E-plane patterns depend very much

on the position of the flanges. when the flanges are kept at
aperture, the resultant E-plane pattern is somewhat sharp;
as the flanges reached the first ‘O’ position the E-plane
patterns are further sharpened. At 'M‘ position the E-plane
patterns are broadened and in some cases split with a null
(or minimum power) at the centre. In this case sidelobes also
are found to increase considerably. In between the '0' and
'M' positions, the E-plane patterns first broaden and then
begin to split with increase in sidelobes as we approach 'M'
position. The same variation is repeated for every '0' and
'M' positions. This result is particularly significant as it
allows us to modify the E—plane pattern to any extent without
adversely affecting the beam shape of the other plane.

It was found that generally a corrugated flange gives
sharper beam than plane flange or horn without flange as feed.



But the introduction of flanges narrows down the frequency
range in which the above observation holds true. In this
sense it decreases the band-width as far as the HPBW is
considered.

4.4 Antenna directive gain

As described in section (3.4) total directive gain
of the antenna system is given by:

G G
GT - E H

n

where

GE = Directive gain in E-plane

GH = Directive gain in H-plane.

Since the E-plane and H-plane patterns are more or

110

less independent of each other the directive gain in each plane
is calculated separately and then the combined directive gain
or total directive gain of the system in decibels is obtained
HS

GdB = GEdB + GHdB - 20 loglo
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4.4(i) Dependence of directive gain on flange position

From previous sections it is obvious that the directive
gain of the system depends very much on the position of the
flanges with respect to the aperture of the feed horn. As the
flanges are moved back from the aperbure of the horn the
directive gain of the system undergoes drastic changes. At
the '0' position the directive gain is maximum and at 'M'
positions it is minimum. The directive gains are calculated
only at these two positions as the intermediate positions are
not of much practical importance judging from the radiation
patterns.

It is found that the directive gain varies in the same
manner as the on-axis power density, when the flange position
is varied. The on-axis power density is maximum at positions
of the flange where the directive gain in the plane is also
usually high.

An outstanding feature of the radiation patterns with
corrugated flanges at ‘O’ positions is the vanishing of the
sidelobes with considerable increase of the on-axis power density
But the directive gain is not found to increase in all cases.
The main lobe is broadened with a considerable reduction of

sidelobes when directive gain is not increasing. This is an
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expected result, since the flanges taper the amplitude from
a maximum at the centre to a smaller value at the edges.
According to Silverg, the variation will reduce the side
lobe level with widening of the main lobe and consequent
reduction in directivity. Barring a few stray cases generally
the directive gain remains constant or increased slightly
as shown in fig.4.4(i)(a) and (b). This consistency of the
directive gain is attributed to the lower sidelobe level
obtained with the corrugated flanges.

4.4(ii) Dependence of directive gain on frequency

A study of directive gains at different frequencies
for all the flanges and feed horn without flanges reveals
that the directive gain of the system is found to be increased
for frequencies around 10 GHz while it is decreased for the
band edge frequency of 8.25 GHz and 11 GHz by the use of

corrugated flanges. The maximum gain is obtained for the
flange system with six corrugations (corrugation period Q )Y2)
The same was repeated for both the angles studied in detail.
Another notable feature is that the directive gains are found
to be complimentary to each other in the frequency domain.
This is clearly brought out in figs.4.4(ii)(a) and (b). This
may be explained as follows. The directive gain of the system
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is determined by the width of the radiation patterns in the

two planes. In the case of horn alone as feed the E-plane
pattern is not modified at all and it is very broad. But for
certain frequencies it is broader than usual. At these
frequencies if corrugated flanges are used for modifying
the E-plane pattern the interaction between the flange elements
and the beam will be more and the beam will be modified for

the better. For those frequencies where the E-plane patterns
are not so broad the interaction will be less and the beam
is not modified to the same extent. Thus the more uniform

and narrower primary beam produced in the first case accounts

for the better directive gain properties of the secondary
reflector at the frequency.

4.5 Half power beam widths

All the patterns on both E-and H-planes plotted here
are power patterns as mentioned earlier. The half power
points or 3 dB points are the points on the pattern where the
power falls to half the peak value.

4.5(i) Dependence of HPBW on various flange parameters

As mentioned in the previous sections, we are interested
only in the HPBW at ‘O’ positions. So, although patterns were
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plotted for all '0' and ‘M’ positions on both E and H-planes,
HPBW of those patterns which give maximum gain only are
considered here.

There are two HPBWs here. (1) The H-plane HPBW and

(2) the E-plane HPBW. From these two we can visualize the
three dimensional beam shape of the system. As the table
4.5(I) shows, it is observed that while the H-plane HPBW

remains almost constant the E-plane HPBW varies considerably.
I

This is because the E-plane pattern is most affected by the
flange position as stated earlier. At the '0' position, the
half power beam width is minimum possible and at ‘M’ position

it is very large due to beam broadening and splitting.

The variation of HPBW with the other parameters of

flanged feed namely corrugation period, angle between flanges
etc. follows almost the same pattern as that of gain of the
correspondingiparameters.

4.6 Cross polarization

Cross polarization is an important parameter of any
reflector antenna. Experiments were carried out to see how
the flange parameters affect the cross polarization level.
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The ratio of the on-axis cross polarized power to co-polarized
power is taken here as an indication of the cross polarization
of the system. The cross polarized patterns are also plotted
for all '0' and ‘M’ positions and a comparative study is made
with co-polar patterns.

4.6(i) Dependence of cross polarization on the position
of flanges

It is seen that like co-polar patterns, cross-polar
patterns are also very much dependent on the position of the
flanges. Fig.4.6(i)(a) shows the variation of cross-polarized

patterns as the flange is moved back from the aperture of the
horn. It reveals that cross-polarized patterns are sharp in
'0' position and split in the ‘M’ positions almost identical
to the dominant polarization.

4.6(ii) Comparison between the magnitudes of the cross‘
polarization and co-polarization

In order to study the degree of cross-polarization
the amplitude of co-polarized and cross-polarized patterns
are measured at ‘O’ positions and a table is prepared as
shown in 4.6(ii)(a,b,c). The table gives us a comparison
between the maximum cross-polarization with flanged feed and
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Table 4.6(ii)(a)

Frequency
in GHZ

9

9

120

Horn H1 - Cross polarisation (Worst case)

26

Horn only
as feed

45°

Horn only
as feed

90°

Number of
corrugations

Cross
polarisation

__--31L ........... --§§ _____ -_
Horn only as

0 -25.815 -24.458 -24.8411 -23.1214 -24.41
19- -24.94

Horn only as
feed -25.07o -26.026 -22.288 -23.1011 -23.4914 -22.64



Table 4.6(ii)(b)

Horn H2 - Cross polarisation (Worst case)

Frequency
in GHz

11

11

11

29

Horn only
as feed

45°

Horn only
as feed

60°

Horn only
as feed

Number of
corrugations

In!

Horn only
as feed

O

6

8

11

14

19

H@¢n onlyas‘feed
O

6

8

11

14

19

Horn only
as feed

O

6

8

11

14

19

Cross
polarisation

dB

-17.78
-19.82
-19.43
-17.6
-22.05
-21.24

-17.53
-17.88
-17.75
-20.58
-19.77
-18.86

-16.47
-15.12
-16.63
-18.05
-15.78
-17.20
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Table 4.6(ii)(c)

Cross polarisation (worst case)

Frequency
in GHz

11

9

10

8.25

Number of
corruga2 B tions

lnl

Horn only
as feed

Horn only
as feed

O\O

90° 8
ll
14
19

Horn only Horn onlyas feed as feed

O\O

8
11
14
19

60°

Horn only Horn onlyas feed as feed

O'\O

>360° 11
14
19

Horn only Horn onlyas feed as feed
O

845° 11
6

122

Cross
polari
sation

dB

-27.4
-28.37
-26.57
-27.61
-25.87
-27.58

-19.6
-21.13
-18.62
-19.87
-18.4
-19.58
-21.70

-15.29
-14.78
-17.18
-17.28
-17.23
-17.83

-28.64
-24.72
-25.72
-24.45
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feed horn without flanges. It can be assumed from the tables
that the flanges, under no circumstances contribute to the
cross-polarization of the system on the other hand in some
cases it improves the situation. This is found to be true
for all the three horns used in the study.

This result is particularly significant since the
two orthogonally polarized beams are used for doubling the
number of channels (frequency re-use) available on a microwave
circuit without installing another antenna. Hence this can
be utilized to eliminate cross talk between the two orthogonal
channels. In this case it is noted that the modified feed
does not increase the cross-polarization. In some cases the
overall cross-polarization decreases considerably.

The dependence of cross-polarization on the other
parameters such as corrugation period, flange angle etc. is not
so prominent as can be judged from the tables 4.6(ii)(a to c).
The absolute magnitude of the cross-polarization of the system
depends on the inherent cross-polarization of the system with
horn alone as the feed.



Chapter V

'PHE°RETI_¢AL E><PLA§ATION§

5.0 This chapter presents the theoretical interpretation
of the results. First an attempt is made to derive the E-plane
radiation pattern of the corrugated flanged H-plane sectoral
horn feed. It may be recalled here that the secondary reflector
antennas radiation patterns are controlled by the feed patterns.
So, in order to derive the secondary antenna radiation patterns,
it is essential to know the radiation patterns of the feed
precisely. As mentioned earlier, a H-plane sectoral horn
fitted with corrugated flanges is used as the feed of an offset
paraboloidal reflector. The orientation of the flanges is such
that corrugations are always parallel to the H-vector of the
electromagnetic radiation from the H-plane sectoral horn. This
arrangement serves only to modify the E-plane pattern of the

H-plane sectoral horn.

5-1 E-plane pattern of H-plane sectoral horn feed fitted
with corrugated flanges

The E-plane pattern is mainly determined by the flange
parameters such as flange width, position relative to the horn

124
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aperture, the number of corrugations inside the flanges, and
angle between the flanges.

Zachariah et al84 have derived an expression for
the E—plane radiation pattern of the corrugated flanged H-plane
sectoral horn. They have employed the line source theory and
by the application of the method of images, derived the
expression. A brief discussion of the method is given here
for the sake of continuity.

The geometry of the flange mounted horn is as shown
in fig.5.1(1). Here, M is the far field point, ‘Z’ the distance
between the point where the two flanges meet and the aperture

of the horn, B the half angle between the flanges, Bp the
distance between the aperture and the pth element of the
corrugated flange, Pfl the distance between the meeting point
of the corrugated flanges and the pth corrugation element.

It is assumed that the tips of the corrugation elements
are excited by the primary horn. These elements then re-radiate
the energy. This re-radiation adds up with the direct radiation
from the horn aperture. The contribution of the corrugation
elements of the two flanges to the field at any point ‘M’ is
calculated as

E = [(K sin E + K'sin fl')2 + (K cos ¢ + K‘cos ¢')2]% 5.1(1
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To satisfy the limiting conditions, the expression is multiplied
by an overall space directivity factor

‘3os9 _ 1
Cosp

Hence

E = {UK sin ,0 + K'sin Z5')2 + (K cos ¢ + K'cos ,Q)')2]x ( - -lflpli
5.1(2)

where ‘K' is the amplitude of the resultant field at M due to
the corrugation elements of one flange and '¢' the relative
phase of this resultant. Similarly K‘ is the amplitude of the
resultant field at ‘M’ due to the corrugation elements of the
other flange and ¢' its phase.

The distance n)% between the corrugation elements
used in this study is of the order of 0.257‘ to O.5>\. This
allows the propagation of e.m. waves inside the slot formed by
two adjacent corrugation elements. So we have also to take into
account the contributions from the two images I and I‘ to get
the total resultant field at M.

The contribution of the aperture, the image due to
first flange I and second flange I‘ is calculated as follows.
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Amplitude Eé = £3 + 2[cos(J—¢‘I) + 2 EcosJ(1+cos (~5-53]

Gk\-/\
I.--J

+ sin 6sin(é" }l€ 5.1(3)
and phase

L t -1 sin5+ siné/I 5 1(4)5 " an T+E:os 5 + ¢<>s"<$ '

I
where <5 and 6 are the relative phases of I and I‘. These
can be evaluated as

6 = -2; 22 sin|B sin (P-é) 5.1(5)

<5, - 2“ 22 1 ' +9- -X s np sin (P ) 5.1(6)
The total resultant field distribution at M due to all radiations
is the vector sum of the fields given by the expressions

The amplitude of the resultant power at M is given by,2 1 2
P9 ={£E9sin€", + Eé sinfi] + [Eecosfi + Eécosf-,' ]}(1+cos6)

5.1(7)
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where (1+cos€3) is the common directivity factor for all
directions of antenna system.

This is the expression for the Eeplane pattern of
the corrugated H-plane sectoral horn

But E94 J-E 5.1(8)
The H-plane electric field for the horn in the TEl0

_ 50mode 1S

.Y 2 cos(KOA sin6 cos E) sin KOB sine sin Q
E35 = {(E';) + C059} I __(21<OA§1na¢<>§;z5>2 KOBsin6 S15 pig" COS 3’

n

5.1(9)

where K=-2-3-I,Y=2T[o ;\ jig
A = E-plane half width of the rectangular horn

B .= H-plane half width of the rectangular horn.

For evaluating the secondary radiation pattern we should
know P(6,¢), i.e., the power density in any direction 63 and ¢.
From the two known orthogonal plane patterns namely P(8)8¢P(¢)
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the power pattern at any direction (6.¢), is taken as the
geometrical mean of the two quantities.

i.e., P(9,Z5) = ‘P9xP¢ 5,1(10)
Substituting 5.1(8), and 5.1(9) for E9 and Efl in 5.1(1O)
we get

P(9,)Z$) = [fiE9sin§+ Eésin $32 + (Eecos §+ Eécos §’)2x(1+cos6 )}

r Y 2 cos(KoAsin6 cos E)
X{[ (-15-) + Cose 1  it  siiiniei‘¢¢s“ Q5 20 1 ( o n )

i~ K B sinfi sin J25"1  ,5  1-@}2];"KOB s1n9 sin

This can be written as

P(9'¢) == [{(Eesin§+ Eésin $32 + (Eecos§+ Eécos $’)2}X (1+cos9)]

cos (K A sin6 cos ,6

o ZKOA sinfi cos ii 21 -  R  >
sin K B sinfi sin 15

This is the final feed power pattern.
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5.2 Secondary radiation pattern

A number of approximations are made in finding the
far field pattern of the offset paraboloid reflector. It is
assumed that the currents on the shadow region of the reflector
have negligible effect on the far field pattern since it is a
fully solid surface. The edge effects are also neglected and
the pattern on the shadow side of the reflector is not obtained
For the sake of simplicity of the analysis, the radiation
fields of the paraboloid are separated into four regions.

(1) Primary feed region near the focus containing the feed,

giving rise to the feed pattern. Pf(9, ¢), which is
assumed not to be influenced by interactions with the
reflector.

(2) The reflector region with the surface currents due to'
the fields of the primary feed flowing only on the
inner surface of the reflector, which is considered to
be a perfect conductor.

(3) An aperture region usually taken as a plane surface
through the focus normal to the paraboloid as shown by
the dotted circle in fig.5.2(1).
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(4) The exterior region containing the diffraction fields
including the Fresnel field (near-field) and Franhufer
field (Far-field) region.

For all practical purposes, only the far field region
is of any interest. So, here only the far field pattern of
the offset paraboloid is derived.

Geometrical opticsmethod56 is employed here for the

analysis of the reflector fields. Each differential area on
the reflector is treated as a large conducting mirror and the
Snell's law is applied. The geometry of the cross section of
the paraboloid showing optical rays is as shown in fig.5.2(2).

Here Si is the direction of the incident ray and Sr
is the direction of the reflected ray, E is the inner normal.

Applying Snell's law

_ _ _ \ _n X (Si + Sr) - O 5.2(1)
or gr = gi —2(§i.5)fi 5.2(1)
By applying the boundary conditions for a perfect conductor

nX(Er+Ei) = o\I 1n.E = n.E.r l
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or Er = 2(H.Ei)'fi - Ei 5.2(2)
For TEM waves the surface current density

Js = nx(Hi + Hr) 5.2(3)
where

Hi = ‘/—§I°°(§ixEi) 5.2(4>
,_, so 'Hr - ‘/ 7‘-°(SrxEr) 5.2(s)

Using 5.2(1), 5.2(2), 5.2(3), 5.2(4) and 5.2(5) we get

J8 = 2(fixr-Ii) = 2!-—)%‘1;[fiX(§ixEi)] 5.2(6)

afld~ also
_.. "’ ... 80 "' _

J8 - 2(nxI-Ir) - 2 /_)-I-0[nx(sr><EI_)] 5.2(7)

The reflected electric field Er can be written in terms of gain
functicn, and total power radiated by the feed as

-:3"

H1

;, G (e,¢> _. _
Er = V2(-lg-Z) (H-f [ f e 1 e 3K0? .er 5.2(8)
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The gain function Gf(6;¢) of the feed can be evaluated as

4n P (9,¢)Gf(9,fl) = gt s 5.2(9)
To represent the far field radiation patterns, we denote

the far field point P as (R,9 .@) in spherical coordinates
as shown in fig.5.2(3).

The far field scattered field intensity is

-Jwu —JK R - - JK <>.§
E = “Z1312 " e O fi(Js'Js-R)R] e ° ds 5.2(1o)

S

Since we are using a horn arrangement as feed the contribution
to the far field by direct radiation can be neglected.

Now taking components of equation 5.2(1O) we get

J'°’“<> -jKR — .jK€.§E9 = -Zr,-C-ii-8 0 9-Jae O C15 5.2(ll)
S

and

EQ - - —-—-J €
S

Using equation 5.2(8) in equation 5.2(7) and taking into
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consideration the fact that the reflected ray is in-Z
direction, we get

J8 = 2\/'2(-§--‘?

-IR"

1

P '5[G (e,¢)] _ _ __.
-3) —£-———— EX(~Zxe )e JKOQ 5.2(13)no (4% Q r

To interpret the equation 5.2(l1), we have to evaluate the

jK ?.§
integral J/gs e O ds using the equation 5.2(13)

5 > L. - - 8 4 P 2
i.e., [J8 eJK° QR ds = 2V2  (1%)s

2n 6°
[Gf(6,¢)]—--—-—-——- >4 F1 xi (-Zxé)

Xe__jKO(>[1.-cosficosfi -sin sin6 cos (¢-Q§.:)]

2X '\'sin6sec-Q d0d;Z) s.2(14>
2

This can be written as
1 2'T[ :80

8 11 P 6 [G <e,¢>]%< I _ __ _ A
2V2 ("J3") (fi) I j -5-"'55"-"-" [COS-29' e5'(“~eQZJQ O

X e_.J'KO(>[1--cosfi cose -sinG sin9cos (¢ -'¢)]

X Q2sin9sec% dfidfl
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We can simplify the term cos(%}) Er -(fi.ér)§ to cos(%%)5r

for narrow beams, and using the fundamental properties of
parabola, the above equation becomes

21: 3
'/4»/ P G (6,125)

2V2 (.Tg);;‘* (.43-1.T)1/zfJ E_.._?_._3 gr 5.2(15)o

X e-JKOI‘ sJ.n9 sin Q rdfldr

2 2
where e = -f-1-§—fi'-E and r = Q sin9

Fa‘ is the limit of the integration in the Y-plane which is
the dimension of the paraboloid in that plane.

Hence

-jwp'O -_]'K (R+2f) ea 1, Pt 1,E6 = --2-i-Ii---' 8 Q X    2
2n a G (9.16) 1/ - i . .

xcosejf  zer §3KOr sJ.n6 sin 5 rdfldr0 0
_After simplification it becomes

_ -j po -jK (R+2f)
E6 - A-—--R --——6o e o V2 cos92 a

P (6 EH11‘
x  [___§___'é___ ére-jKor sin9 sin¢ rdmr 5.2 (16)O
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Referring to fig.5.2(2) we can evaluate ér as

5 = 55 Sinfl<=<>S I6 <1-¢<>=-=9 Pro-3Z<Sin2¢r<=@S@  @0822) 5.2 <17)r g__g _g___ :W_
\/t 1 - sinz pt SiI‘12@

Since we are dealing here only with waves with dominant
polarization along the Y-axis we can ignore the x-components
in equation 5.2(l7) hence

. 2 2
an, = -<Sm*“=°S° M082) 5.2<18>

J1 .; sin2j25sin26

Substituting for er in equation 5.2(16) by equation 5.2(18),
we get

2n a 1
P (9,¢> /5

E9 = "" "‘jK¢,(R+2f) V2 coS?[/[if]O 0

EL/\
031;:

“iv
m

X - (sinzpcos   (1-_ cosgg) e—jKOrr sin 9 sin £5 rdfldr
Jq’- singfl sin29 5.2(19)
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Replacing Pf(?,¢) by the equation 5.l(12) we can
get the final expression for the E-plane radiation pattern of
the offset paraboloid.as. 2n 103

1,,
"-1

E9 =   e-jKO(R+2f) \/'2 cosfif /Kfiiasing + EaSi1'15’]2+O (D

/-.
+ [Eecosfi + Eécos § l2} (1+cos6 Elli

'9(K A ' 6 )
x  + cos 6}X COSZK Zélnrcos, r_ O O s1n9 cos E 2

1-(===sa~   eel)

psin(K B sin9 sin ¢) 2
KOB sin6 sin E 1

1-sin ¢.sin 6

. 2 2 _ _
X {... (slnqgcosj +¢O$E)} eJKOI‘ sJ.n6 sin Q5 rdfldr\/ 2 2

5.2(20)

The above integral was evaluated using numerical methods in
Fortran language. The patterns obtained using the trapezoidal
rule were not consistent and hence the more accurate wedder's

rule was adopted. Using this algorithm, the real part, imaginary
part and absolute value of the integral were computed for
different values of)\;y, N, Z,}l, and 5. For each combination of
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these parameters, the integral was found varying from -90° to
+9O°, in steps of 1°. The program took about 150 seconds on a
P.S.I.micro computer to give one point on the curve with the
minimum of 6x6 points in the domain of integration. This is
the most approximated form of integration and even then the
time of execution was found to be too long for any practical
use. So, the program was run on a main frame NORX data 500

computer (one of the fastest available in India). The patterns
obtained were highly symmetric but they were broader than the
experimental ones. This is due to the approximation errors
involved in the integration procedure on the machine. The
machine can run at stretch for only a few hours, which is too
short considering the time required to plot each point on the
curve. with 175x175 points in the domain of integration, each
point took more than one minute. Therefore, the plotting of
the theoretical patterns using equation 5.2(2O), was possible

only in a restricted way. The generated theoretical patterns
suggested further modification in the theoretical approach.
This has been tried with various approximations and the comput
ations were repeated. The disparity between the theoretical
and experimental radiation pattern was conspicous and efforts
were made to reduce this to the minimum. A few theoretical

patterns are presented with the experimental results in
fig.5.2(4).
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The basic expressions for the primary radiation
pattern given in the equation 5.l('7) was derived by earlier
workers using a combinational method of line source theory and
method of images. There appears to be a little flaw in the
approach. Once the line source corresponding to the corruga
tions are taken, it is questionable to consider their images.

The theoretical explanation of the results on the
basis of a modified primary pattern using line source theory
alone could be attempted as an extension of this work. This
has been initiated by the author, but is not added as a part
of this thesis.

Secondary radiation patterns from paraboloidal

reflectors can be modified with considerable gain and precision
by beam shaping of primary horn feeds using corrugated flanges.
Theoretical explanation of these results on the basis of
earlier work needs further modifications using appropriate
approximations. The results obtained are applicable in large
aperture antennas and reflectors.



Chapter VI

coNcLus1ouys Ann SUGGESTIQNS FOR g FURTI-1ER_ woglg

6.0 Here the results of the detailed experimental study
of the effect of corrugated flanged feed horn, on the secondary
pattern of the offset paraboloid is presented. The significance
of the work in the present era of satellite communication is
also highlighted.

6.1 Experimental conclusions

It may be recalled here that the effect of the various
corrugated flange parameters on the VSWR of the system is

described in sections 4.1(i). 4.1(ii), 4.1(iii) and 4.1(iv).
From these it may be concluded that corrugated flanges give

lower VSWR than plane flanges or simple horns for any frequency.
But it is evident from the curves in the above sections that it

is true only if the flange-parameters are controlled carefully.

Section 4.2(i) show how the on-axis power density
varies with flange parameters. It may be safely inferred here
that at the optimum positions (O-positions). the corrugated
flanges give a much higher on-axis power density than plane
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flanges on the horn. This is particularly significant since
it is at the same position the VSWR is minimum. In short it
may be concluded that corrugated flanges at the '0' positions
give maximum on-axis power density with minimum of mismatch.

From section 4.3 it may be seen that at the '0'
position of the flangeson the horn generally the antenna system
gives a narrower beam.

Although it may be possible to obtain the above
three conditions using a corrugated horn30, the flanged feed
horn stands unique in that it can be used to trim the antenna
parameters to suit a number of applications. For example, to
feed a paraboloid a broad beam with a sharp fall off near the
edges with minimum of sidelobes is necessary. Further to
illuminate a cheese mirror, a beam with null along the axis is
needed. Using the flanged feed horn arrangement the above
conditions can be easily realized.

6.2 Although the numerical evaluation of the radiation
pattern did not coincide exactly with the experimental results,
the pattern evaluated was symmetrical about the axis of the
paraboloid and the '0‘ positions of the flanges were also
more or less coinciding with the experimental results.
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‘
Since we have made an approximation that (n.er)Z-4-O for
narrow beams56, the final expression (5.2(20)) will not give
the ‘M’ position patterns properly. The above simplification
was mainly effected in order to make the final expression
somewhat easier to deal with. Also, we are mainly interested
in the '0' position patterns for all practical purposes. It
may be recalled here that an increase in the integration
accuracy gives better half power beam-width. So it may be
inferred here that one reason for the variation of the theore
tical pattern from experimental results is the limit of
maximum accuracy obtainable on the computer.

6.3 Suggestions for further work

The first suggestion is that a much more accurate
theoretical expression may be derived taking into consideration
the inadequacies in the flanged feed pattern. In the final
expression the narrow beam approximation may be replaced by a

much more general formulation so that any pattern with split
beam, widely away from the axis, may also accounted for.

Further, any pattern deterioration due to the surface inaccuracies,
alignment errors etc. may be incorporated in the theory. The
computer program, as it stands now, consumes a lot of time.
This time will only increase if the above modifications are
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effected. So, a new algorithm may be developed which will
drastically reduce the running time and hence we can have

more points in the domain of integration for better accuracy.

Coming to the experimental side, only one offset
paraboloid was used, just to establish the better flexibility
of the flanged feed horn technique. Reflectors with varying
f/D ratios, and surface contours may be used and an optimum

relationship between the flanged feed horn parameters and
the secondary reflector geometry may be established.

By using asymmetric corrugated flanges on the feed

horn the system can be used to have a steerable beam.

The effect of circularly polarized corrugated flanged
feed horns on the secondary radiation patterns is not studied
here and it may be taken as an immediate follow up work.

‘The corrugated flanged feed horns may be used to

illuminate the hyperboloid subreflector in a Cassegrain dual
reflector system.

Corrugations may be made on the above hyperboloid

and its effect on the total system may be studied. The
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conclusions derived from above indicate wide scope for further
work in the corrugated flanged horn fed secondary reflector
system.

6.4 Significance of the results in modern communication
and satellite links

The geosynchronous orbit is getting crowdier day
by day as more and more countries own and operate satellites
round the clock. An immediate consequence of the above is
that the angular distance between adjacent satellites decreases.
Therefore stringent restrictions are placed on the antenna
beam characteristics to eliminate mutual interference between

individual satellites and unnecessary wastage of energy by
beam spreading.

Even on a single satellite two or more beams are
simultaneously used to transmit information to different
locations. Also it is a common practice to use two ortho
gonally polarized beams from a single reflector to accommodate
two sets of independent channels beamed to the same geographic
location.

All this requirements together with the limited
space and power available as the satellite demand high efficiency
and top performance from the antennas.
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The leading satellite companies (westary Intelsat
etc.) have found that only offset paraboloids can meet the
stringent requirements of modern satellite systems. "The most
attractive properties of the offset paraboloid as mentioned
by the satellite companies are the total elindnation of
aperture blocking due to the feed system thereby reducing
the cross polarization, sidelobe levels and preservation of
the maximum gain possible from the system.

In the light of this the work carried out here
is significant as the above mentioned conditions are met to
a fair degree of accuracy within the experimental resources
available. A much more sophisticated experimental set up
with fully automatic facilities for pattern recordings and
analysis may be adopted and the enormous data thus obtained

may be processed to find the optimum feed configurations
suitable for particular applications.



APPENDIX — I

DEVELOPMENT OF A MICROWAVE ABSQRBING MATERIAL

Microwave absorbing materials are used in anechoic

chambers, antenna shrouds etc. For satisfactory performance
of any anechoic chamber, it is very important that the absorber
used should be of very high quality both electrically and
mechanically. At present the supply of microwave absorbing
material in India is very rare and production of the material
is not announced by any industry. The .material supplied by
a local manufacturer is made of imported polyurethane form.
This material is not ideal for the hot and humid atmosphere
in our laboratories. Moreover, it is very costly. So an
effort is made to develop a microwave absorber using indigenous
materials. Natural rubber latex is choosen as the base material

since it is stronger than the polyurethane form and available
in large quantities at a very competitive price in this part
of the country. Electrically also, natural rubber is a better
absorber of microwaves than polyurethane form.

To increase the microwave absorption of rubber,

materials like carbon and graphite are added to it. These
materials are made into fine powder and then mixed with rubber.
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latex in different proportions to prepare test samples of
the new absorbing material. It is found that if the total
amount of the foreign materials (carbon, graphite etc.) are
made more than 50% by weight of the sample, the mixture does

not set. So in all cases the percentage of latex is kept
fixed at 50% and remaining 50% is made up of carbon and
graphite according to the table shown below (Table A.I(l)).

Table A.I(1) Total percentage by weight 50

Sample Carbon Graphite1 0 502 10 403 20 304 30 205 40 106 50 0
Measuremsst of abs<>r12ti9n ¢<>effi¢1<=-mt of the samples

Absorption coefficient is defined as the ratio of
power absorbed by the sample to the power incident on it. But
it is very difficult to measure the absolute powers directly so
the VSWR method is used here.
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In this method the absorber samples are cut in exact
pyramidal shape very carefully. All the pyramids cut are of
the same size and shape. This is introduced into a waveguide
section shorted at one end using an aluminium sheet. The
other end is connected to the microwave source through a
slotted line and attenuator. The test set up is as shown
in fig.A.I(1).

From the VSWR, '8' the voltage reflection coefficient
‘R’ is obtained as

_ (§.:l)R - (S+1)'

The power reflection coefficient P = R2 and power reflection
coefficientf’ = R2 and power absorption coefficient is A.

?+A =1.

So knowing the power reflection coeffient ‘F’ the power absorption
coefficient A is calculated.

The samples were both tested at S and X band microwave

frequencies. A comparative analysis of results obtained is
shown in Table A.I(2).



Frequency AbsorptionSample in GHz coefficient

Table A.I(2)

2.5
3.9
4.2
9.3

2.5
'3.9
4.2
9.3

2.5
3.9
9.2
9.3

2.5
3.9
4.2
9.3

2.5
3.9
4.2
9.3

2.5
3.9
4.2
9.3

0.6519
0.6519
0.7084
0.6636

0.7690
0.7599
0.8775
0.6975

0.7296
0.6636
0.8704
0.7884

0.8236
0.9375
0.9559
0.8556

0.8911
0.9804
0.9975
0.9516

0.8631
0.9559
0.9600
0.9271
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It can be seen from the table that the sample with
50% rubber, 40% carbon and 10% graphite is the best one as
far as absorption coefficient is concerned both in S and X
band frequencies.

The results are conveniently displayed in Table A.I(2)
The maximum absorption for all frequencies is when the ratio
of carbon to graphite is 4:1 in proportion.

It is also found that the absorber samples are
mechanically stable. So this samples can be cut into large
pyramids (3 inch square base and 12 inches in height) and
pasted to vertical walls of an anechoic chamber.

Some of the samples are also made into flat sheet
type and its reflectivity is measured in the "Arch method"
as shown in fig.A.I(3).

In the experimental set up the sample is a flat sheet
of the absorbing material of size 2“x2“x1". This flat sheet
is fixed to a plane aluminium sheet as shown in fig.A.I(3).
Microwave radiations are directed on to the sheet from a

distance of 6 feet at an angle of incidence 45°, and the
reflected ray is received according to the laws of reflection
in a direction 45° from the normal in the same plane on the
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Fig. A I (3) : The ‘Arc method‘ of measuring the reflectivity of a flat absorber sheet
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other side. After this the absorber sample is removed and
the aluminium sheet is placed at the same position and the
experiment is repeated. In each case the received powers
are noted and the reflectivity is calculated as

PA
P = 10 lOg1O -P-)-'S

where PA is the reflected power with absorber and back up
plate and PS is the reflected power with back up aluminium
sheet alone.

In this case the measurements are only taken in the
X-band frequency of 9.3 GHZ. The average reflectivity is
found to be more than that of pyramids. But it is found that
the flat sheet absorber is an ideal base for sticking the
pyramids.



APPENDIX - I;

PESIGN,DEVELOPMNT'ANDPERFORMANCE EVALUATION

OF AN ANECHOIC CHAMQER

To know exactly the characteristics of any antenna

it is important that all the measurements should be carried
out in an interference free environment. But is is practically
impossible to get such a region inside an ordinary laboratory.
Out-door open space testing of the antennas can only be carried

out in favourable weather conditions. Moreover there is every
possibility of unwanted signals interfering with the actual
signals. -So for all weather and round the clock antenna measure
ments special type of indoor rooms called “anechoic chambers"
are constructed. By using absorbing materials and special type
of shields a "free space" environment is artificially simulated
inside the room. ,The word "anechoic" means "free of echoes"
(referred here for microwave reflections).

The anechoic chamber as mentioned above is a big

room well shielded from outside interferences and pasted inside
with microwave absorbing materials of various shapes. This
absorbing material helps to eliminate the unwanted reflections
from the top, bottom and side walls. The performance of the

chamber is essentially decided by the quality (absorption
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coefficient) of the absorbing material used inside. Quiet zone
is a region inside the chamber some distance in front of the
back wall usually of spherical or cylindrical in shape, where
the total reflection from the walls, roof and bottom of the
chamber is below the direct radiation of the transmitting

antenna by a certain specified amount61. Usually a chamber
having a quiet zone of an average reflectivity of the order
of -35 dB is considered to be fairly good. The antenna or
any other device under test is kept at the centre of the quiet
zone.

The anechoic chamber described here is of size

7.2 mtrs x 3.6 mtrs x 3 mtrs. The geometry of the chamber
is as shown in fig.A.II(1). It is a tapered chamber with the
microwave transmitter (Pyramidal horn) kept at the apex of the
tapered portion. This shape is chosen with two objectives:

(1) It reduces the area to be covered with absorber which
is a costly material.

(2) It gives a more uniform and quieter quiet zone
than a rectangular one.

Mainly four types of absorbing materials are used
inside the chamber.
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(1) Small pyramids of base 3 inches square and height
6 inches. These are used to cover the rectangular portions of
the chamber except the walk ways and central portion of back

wall.

(2) Big pyramids of base 6 inches square and height
18 inches are used on the central portion of the back wall
where the intensity of the direct ray is maximum.

(3) Wedges of triangular cross section of base width
4 inches and about 10 inches long having a height of 2 inches
are used to cover the lateral sides of the chamber especially
the tapered portions where the intensity of the direct ray
is not much. The top and bottom sides of the tapered portions
are also covered with the wedge shaped absorber.

(4) A graded multi-layered flat absorber of 2 feet square
and thickness 8 inches is used to pave the walk ways. The most
densely packed absorber going to the bottom and almost pure

polyurethane form coming at the top.

The pyramids are pasted on a 2 feet square and 2 inch
thick densely packed absorber sheet and these sheets are then
finally pasted to the wooden walls using quick drying organic
based adhesives.
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To avoid interference from any strong external

sources the chamber is given a metallic shielding. Aluminium
sheets of 20 SWG are nailed over the wooden structure to serve

as the shield. The shield is well earthed to prevent any
possibility of fringing waves getting into the chamber. Mainly
electrostatic shielding is provided by the aluminium shield.
The magnetic fields usually encountered in the vicinity of the
chamber are not strong enough to disturb the experiments inside
the*chamber.

The lowest frequency of waves that can be used in

the chamber is calculated as 2 GHz. waves below this frequency
will undergo specular reflection from the walls. The chamber
is usually used upto 12 GHz without any adverse effects. Since
the laboratory is not having any source above 12 GHz it was
not possible to test the upper frequency regions. The largest
antenna that can be tested for farfield conditions (i.e. R = %22,
where 'R' is the distance between the transmitting antenna and
antenna under test and ‘D’ is the largest aperture dimension of
the antenna under test, and lk the operating wavelength), is
30 cms for X-band and 56 cms for S-band (R = 720 cms here).

The reflectivity of a chamber is usually measured using
any one of the three methods given below, namely:
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(1) the “antenna-pattern comparison" technique,

(2) "free space VSWR" technique, and

(3) field probe method.

Out of these three, the first technique of "antenna
pattern comparison" was adopted here to measure the quality of
"quiet zone". The average reflectivity determined by this method
is about -32 dB at X-band, which is considered to be quiet good.
Since almost all the work carried out here is in Xéband, the
measurements were not carried out on other bands.

Another important characteristic of the chamber
determined is its termination VSWR. Usually the termination
VSWR of the "anechoic” chambers is so small that conventional

method of measuring the VSWR with a slotted section cannot be

adopted since the mismatch in the section itself will be more
than the chamber mismatch. So the "moving termination”61

technique was employed here to find the termination VSWR. It
is found that the value of the termination VSWR measured using
above method is 1.05 which is quite satisfactory.

Instrumentation

The 'anechoic chamber‘ is equipped with automatic

facilities for plotting the radiation patterns. The heart of
this is the remote controlled antenna positioner and X-Y plotter.
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The antenna positioner was locally fabricated with
heavy duty gear systems nand a 1 H.P. 3—phase motor. A good

quality linear potentiometer is used to get the information
regarding angle of rotation. A brush and ring arrangement is
used to take out the received power after regtifigatign
at the detector mount attached to the test antenna. The signal
corresponding to the angle of rotation is fed to the X-axis
of the plotter and the rectified microwave power to Y-axis.
with this apparently simple arrangement it is possible to
plot the radiation pattern for 180‘ at a stretch with a good
degree of accuracy and repeatability.

The antenna. positioner is controlled remotely by the
control unit kept inside the control room adjacent to the chamber
just behind the transmitting end. The control unit is having
the following facilities:

(1) Master ON/OFF switch

(2) ON/OFF switch for the 3-phase motor

(3) Forward/Reverse switch

(4) Direction of rotation indicator

(5) Position of the antenna indicator

(6) Received power indicator
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(7) Limit switch with disabling facility

(8) Provision for the DC signal to the angle
indicating potentiometer.

All the signals to and from the chamber are routed
only through the control unit. The signals corresponding to
X- and Y—axes are taken out from the control unit via two

UHF connectors fitted on the top of the panel. All the cables
carrying AC, DC and detected power are doubly shielded from

each other to avoid any mutual coupling between them and also

with any outside disturbances.

Other instruments like VSWR meter, X—Y plotter,

microwave power meter, power supply for the microwave source

etc. are kept close to the control unit for easy accessibility
and ease of operation.

It may be noted that the simple antenna positioner
described here can plot patterns in only one plane. For the
fear of added cost and complexity of fabrication, the above
limitation was persisted upon.
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AXIAl.LY §YMMETRIC RADIATI_Ol\I_ _PAT'IjERNSg_ FROM FLAN§Ep

E?-PLANE; SgE”CWIfI‘QRALg .I-IOTRN FE?-ED:S”

It is well known that flanges can shape the E-plane
radiation patterns of H-plane sectoral horns, But very little
work has been done on the effect of metallic flanges on the
radiation patterns of E-plane sectoral horns. In this section,
a brief report of the work done by the author in the above field
sis presented.

An antenngihaving equal E- and H-plane patterns was
proposed by kayéo. He showed that grooved walls in a horn
would present the same boundary conditions for TM and TE waves

and hence give symmetric radiation patterns. It was reported49

that an E-plane sectoral horn fitted with plane metallic flanges
can have a beam with adjustable characteristics. But it may
be noted that no work has been so far done on the effect of

corrugated flanges on E-plane sectoral horn. This chapter
describes in brief the work initiated by the author in this
direction.
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The experimental arrangement is as shown in

fig.A.III(1).

(1) is the microwave source (Gunn diode).(2) isolator
which isolates the source from the rest of the circuit. (3) is
the variable attenuator, (4) is the slotted line section used
for the measurement of VSWR. (5) is the E-plane sectoral horn

with corrugated metal flanges with corrugations parallel to
the E-vector. The flange system can be slided back and forth
along the length (Z) of the horn. A linear potentiometer
attached to the Z-axis provides a DC voltage proportional to Z.
This arrangement facilitates the automatic plotting of the

Z vs. On—axis power density throughout the experiment.

The parameters of the differentjs-plane sectoral
horns used in the study are as shown in Table A.III(l).
Table A.III(2) gives the parameters of the various corrugated
flanges used in the study.

llsasuremeatucu *=e<=hn iqnes

The experiment is carried out in two steps: (1) The
variation of the on-axis power and VSWR with the flange position,
(2) Plotting the radiation patterns.
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Table A.III(l)

Aperture widthFlare -------------------------- -angle H-plane ' E-plane(O) cms cms
60 2.3 11
60 2.3 15.345 2.3 8.6

Table A.III(2)

Parameters of flanges
Flange width = 10 cms

Flange
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Number of Corrugationcorrugations width (d)(n) cms
0 (plane) -6 1.668 1.2511 0.9014 0.71419 9.526
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The flanged E-plane sectoral horn is used as the

transmitter and a standard pyramidal horn as the receiver
in the first part for measuring on-axis power and VSWR. A

distance of greater than (di + dg)/x is maintained between
the transmitter and receiver to get far field conditions,

where d1 and d2 are the larger aperture dimensions of the
transmitting and receiving horns respectively. The received
power is rectified and fed to the Y-axis of the X-Y plotter
and the DC signal corresponding to the flange position is fed
to the X-axis. The flange system is then moved backwards
from the aperture of the E-plane horn at a uniform slow
speed and the variation of the on-axis power density with
the position of the flanges is traced by the recorder. The
VSWR at the point where the power is maximum is also measured

using the slotted section and VSWR meter. This experiment is
repeated for all the three E-plane horns and flanges mentioned
in Tables A.III(1) and A.III(2). The VSWR of the E-plane
horns without flanges and the corresponding on-axis powers are
also noted for the comparative study.

The set up for plotting radiation pattern is as
shown in fig.A.III(2).

Here the standard pyramidal horn is used as the
transmitter and the flanged E-plane sectoral horn as the
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receiver. This part of the experiment is carried out inside
an anechoic chamber in order to avoid strong reflections from

walls and other objects. The received microwave power in the
test antenna kept in the quiet zone is rectified using a crystal
detector and fed to the Y-axis of the plotter and the DC signal
corresponding to the angular position of the E-plane horn is
fed to the X-axis. The radiation patterns of both E- and H-planes
of the E-plane horn are plotted only for the corrugated flanged
horn at the '0' position (i.e., maximum on-axis power) as we are
only interested in making the beam sharper.

gaperémentslrssults

1. Variation of on-axis power with position of the flanges (Z)

As the flanges are moved towards the aperture, the
on—axis power increases. Maximum on-axis power is obtained

when flanges are near the aperture of the horn.

This was found to be true for all types of flanges,
i.e., plane as well as corrugated as shown by the curves in

fig.A.III(3). Table A.III(3) shows the improvement of on-axis

power Po when flanges are fitted at the ‘O’ position on the
E-plane horn. Experimental data for three different E-plane
horns with six different flange pairs and three angles is shown
in Table A.III(3).
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Table A.III(3)

Horn E2 Horn E
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3”

Number Flange angle Flange angle Flange angle
30° 45° 60°

11.64

10.53

11.10

7.00

10.76

11.69

15.95

12.81

10.55

15.32

15.80

15.25

11.68

10.81

10.81

6.49

12.97

13.73

45» 6.» 9.» 30» 45° 60°

16.15

18.39

18.40

11.47

19.62

19.22

Reference E-plane horns without

16.18

17.21

15.01

1556

15.50

13.40

flanges (0 dB).

6.57

10.88

7.23

9.59

8.53

9.91

12.38

12.28

13.70

11.69

11.93

13.52

12.69

15.69

13.68

14.97

14.47

13.84

11.71

11.50

10.76

8.82

10.76

11.87
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2. Variation of VSWR with position of the flange

It is noted that the effect of the flanges on the
VSWR of the system is not so much pronounced for all flanges
and horns.

3. Effect of the number of corrugations (n) on the on-axis
power PO

For a particular horn and flange angle (25), the
on-axis power varies with the number of corrugations 'n‘ as
shown in fig.A.III(4). The frequency is fixed

4. Variation of on-axis power PO with flange

The on-axis power density Po varies
with the flange angle 2B. A number of curves
corrugated flanges are shown in fig.A.III(5).
flange angle depends on the particular flange
example, the flange with eleven corrugations,

angle

considerably

for plane and
The optimum

in use. For
the maximum

power is for a flange angle of 45°. It may be mentioned here'
that all other parameters like frequency, flange width etc.
are kept constant.
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S. Effect of flanges on radiation patterns

The flanges particularly corrugated ones affect
the H-plane radiation pattern of the E-plane horn as shown
in fig.A.III(6).

This radiation pattern was taken by keeping the
flange system at the ‘O’ position. The curves 'b' and ‘c'
are the H- and E-plane patterns of the E-plane sectoral horn
after modification. From the figure it is clear that the ‘
flange system can be used to get axially symmetric patterns
from a highly asymmetric sectoral horn antenna. The typical
data before and after modification is as shown below:

Gain of the natural E-plane horn = 17.25 dB
E-plane HPBW before modification = 21.79°
H-plane HPBW before modification = 74.35°
E-plane HPBW after modification = 21.79°
H-plane HPBW after modification = 22.26°
Gain of the modified system = 24.97 dB

From the data, it is clear that the flanges on the
E-plane horn serves only to modify the H-plane pattern just like
the H-plane aperture of a pyramidal horn.
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From the experiment, it is noted that corrugated
flanges with the corrugation distance of the order of X/2
is the most effective.

§°n¢1u5i°n

It has been found that the metallic corrugated

flanges satisfying certain conditions are very effective
in modifying the H-plane patterns of E-plane sectoral horns.
By a judicious choice of various parameters, it is very easy
to trim the H-plane pattern almost close to the E-plane
pattern so as to get an axially symmetric pattern suitable
to feed a circular parabolic antenna._ This development
gives a flexibility which is unattainable with the fixed
corrugated horn feeds.
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